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Abstract
Theories of visually guided action are characterized as closed-loop control in the presence of
reliable sources of visual information, and predictive control to compensate for visuomotor delay
and temporary occlusion. However, prediction is not well understood. To investigate, a series of
studies was designed to characterize the role of predictive strategies in humans as they perform
visually guided actions, and to guide the development of computational models that capture these
strategies. During data collection, subjects were immersed in a virtual reality (VR) system and
were tasked with using a paddle to intercept a virtual ball. To force subjects into a predictive mode
of control, the ball was occluded or made invisible for a portion of its 3D parabolic trajectory. The
subjects gaze, hand and head movements were recorded during the performance. To improve the
quality of gaze estimation, new algorithms were developed for the measurement and calibration
of spatial and temporal errors of an eye tracking system.
The analysis focused on the subjects gaze and hand movements reveal that, when the temporal constraints of the task did not allow the subjects to use closed-loop control, they utilized a
short-term predictive strategy. Insights gained through behavioral analysis were formalized into
computational models of visual prediction using machine learning techniques. In one study, LSTM
recurrent neural networks were utilized to explain how information is integrated and used to guide
3
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predictive movement of the hand and eyes. In a subsequent study, subject data was used to train
an inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) model that captures the full spectrum of strategies from
closed-loop to predictive control of gaze and paddle placement. A comparison of recovered reward values between occlusion and no-occlusion conditions revealed a transition from online to
predictive control strategies within a single course of action. This work has shed new insights on
predictive strategies that guide our eye and hand movements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Vision is our most dominant sense. Research estimates that eighty-five percent of our perception,
learning, cognition and activities are mediated through vision [1, 2]. But the term vision is more
than just seeing an object. Vision is the process of deriving semantics, understanding concepts and
creating a representation from the scene. It is a complex, evolved and developed set of functions
that involve several skills. The ultimate purpose of the visual process is to arrive at an appropriate
motor and/or cognitive response. An interesting feature of our visual system is that, not only
most of its extremely complicated aspects are taken for granted, but also it’s hard to describe it
with a computational model. Creating a model that serves in numerous circumstances and for
many different purposes is extremely complicated since the functionality of our perception-action
system depends on the task. This model takes input visual information and produces outputs.
These outputs range from very low level meaningless features such as points, lines or edges to
the high level semantic interpretations such as static shapes and/or moving objects or higher level
motor commands and/or cognitive perception.
One important purpose of our visual system is to guide action [2]. Being the most dominant
source of our sensory input signal, the accuracy of our actions highly depend on the quality of
15
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the visual input [3, 4]. Actions such as reaching, grasping and intercepting an object are among
examples that rely upon coordination in time and space [5, 6]. The goal of this research is to study
this intricate relationship between visual processing system and the motor system in a controlled
environment. We first aim to answer some basic questions related to theories of perception and
action by creating a naturalistic environment and designing a controlled experiment to measure
human performance and present the statistics of their behavior. Since our perception-cognition
system relies on the current task in hand and it doesn’t have one general solution for all tasks, we
need to focus on one paradigm [2, 7, 8].
In this study visually guided target interception is chosen as the main paradigm. The first two
sections of this document provides background information and describes the proposed problem
to be addressed. Here the fundamental theories behind perception for action are also reviewed.
Furthermore, the history of eye tracking and virtual reality environments is reviewed while briefly
explaining the functionality of our visual system. Also, the important considerations that need
to be taken into account when modeling human visual-motor strategies are reviewed from the
perspective of machine learning techniques and it builds the foundation for the follow up studies.
Section three explains the requirements for system development, software and hardware details
used in this study and the data analysis pipeline. In section four the results of multiple studies
focused on predictive eye-hand movement strategies are presented. Finally in section five and six
the author provides a conclusion and future directions for this dissertation.

1.1

Theories of Visual Perception: Ecological Vs. Constructivist

In this section the notion of visual perception from the perspective of a vision scientist is explained
and the two well known theories are reviewed to provide the required background. Imagine we are
looking at a scene. Intuitively the so called process of “presentation” of the object being created
in our mind, is called “visual perception.” There are two major theories proposed to describe the
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process of perception. The constructivist theory that posits, during processing, the bottom-up flow
of information transitions from our eyes to a simple representation of the object and layer by layer
this representation gets more complex and closer to meaningful copies of the scene in our mind,
until it reaches a semantic understanding. In summary, the goal of vision from the constructivist
perspective is to recreate a copy or a representation of the real world in our mind [1].
On the contrary the ecological theory of visual perception posits that visual perception or
“awareness” happens from top to bottom where we only use the visual information available in
the world to find the matching solution in our mind. From the ecological perspective, the goal
of visual awareness is to present you with veridical presentations of the world around us [1]. In
other words, information does not only flow from our eyes to our mind/brain, but the other way
around. Such that we use the “optical invariants” available in the environment to find the matching
presentation in our mind [1, 7]. Gibson refers to “optical invariants” as the geometrical relationship
between objects in our field of view that contains rich, sufficient and robust information [9]. As
an example, when we are walking ahead, all surrounding objects in our field of view provide
information about where and how fast we are moving. This rich field of vectors pointing toward
the heading direction and their magnitude is proportional to our velocity. In this example, the
optic flow vectors are an example of “optical invariants” that provides information about the speed
of self motion during navigation. The reason that it’s called invariants is because its property is
robust to distortions such as height change and head rotation.
The comparison between these two theories of information flow is shown in Figure 1.1. In his
review, William Warren compares the work of well known constructivist scholar David Marr with
that of J.J. Gibson, the founder of the ecological framework [2]. As Warren summarizes, despite
the fact that Marr’s approach has significant positive influences on the field, it suffered from some
fundamental assumptions [2].
Warren cites two major shortcomings of the pure constructive theory:
1) First, we know that vision takes one-third of the brain processing power with more de-
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Figure 1.1: Bottom-up vs top-down visual perception theories (Image adapted from [10]).

scending than ascending connections. This might be too complicated to be reduced to a set of
modular independent parts made up of bottom-up sequence of operations. Therefore an approach
that doesn’t take into account “top-down” constraints such as attention, the task or the intended
action would not be successful [1, 2, 11].
2) Second, several studies show that the assumption that the goal of visual computation is to recover general-purpose description of a Euclidean, Newtonian world (known as “Inverse Optics”),
would fail in many circumstances. It is shown in many studies that our perceptual judgments of
metric Euclidean world such as depth, length, surface slant and curvature are systematically distorted. Also the problem of vision would be under-determined with no sufficient information in
the two images [12, 13].
Considering the reasons mentioned above, approaching the problem of vision purely from a
constructivist perspective creates a dangerous problem. This has led to models that are heavily constrained mathematically so that the algorithms converge. Without taking into account the
bottom-up information, these mathematical constraints make the models too specific and narrow.
As a consequence the resulting models were not robust and failed to generalize to more complex
and natural conditions [2].
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In conclusion it is important to note that the goal of vision is not to recover a metric, 3D
physical Euclidean description of the world, as implied by the theory of inverse optics. This
opens up the possibility that there is sufficient information in the input to the eye itself to specify
the scene properties we do recover. Through perception, we clearly recover some aspects of the
object that enable us to distinguish, identify, and interact with 3D shapes. In fact, there are many
weaker geometric properties that remain invariant under affine distortions and could support the
perception of objects and scenes [1]. As Gibson said, “the environment to be perceived ... is not
the world of physics but the world at the level of ecology.” Based on the studies mentioned in this
section, the goal of vision is not to create a general-purpose representation of the world, rather,
it becomes more like a collection of task-specific (top-to-bottom side by side with bottom-up)
mathematical functions based on optical invariants available in the world [7, 14]. In other words
the goal of vision is determined by a model that perception is uniquely determined by information
considering both of the two mentioned pathways. To paraphrase Gibson, “For each perceptible
entity in the world, there must be a property of stimulation, however complex, that specifies it.”
In the following section we will briefly review the theories for how perception guides action,
with the goal of emphasizing the difference between ecological vs. constructive explanations for
the visual guidance of action.

1.2

Perception & Action

An important goal of visual perception is to guide action. In fact, we mostly use the perceived
visual information to take an action such as navigating in the world [5]. Otherwise our visual
perception pipeline is solely extracting environment features (or as mentioned earlier optical invariants) [9]. Now the question is: what is the framework that characterizes the transition from
visual information to action? Is this a one-directional, open-loop control? Is it a closed-loop, feedback control? Are there intermediate steps being taken between extracting visual information and

20
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taking the action? What about feed-forward pathways that can be used to predict the subsequent
movement?
The categorization proposed by Warren helps us to understand, differentiate and systematically
test these overlapping ideas. Warren categorizes hypotheses in the field of perception & action into
three major classes [15].

strong on-line control

•

strong model-based control

•

hybrid control

•

Here we briefly review Warren’s study and provide examples for each of these categories.
Most of these studies use target interception or locomotion paradigm as the most common form of
visual-motor coordination task [3, 5].

1.2.1

On-Line Control of Action

In on-line control strategies, action is guided by current visual information that is available during
the ongoing movement. This means there is a closed loop feedback that receives visual information, performs the action and then uses the error signal to make corrections in a closed loop way.
As mentioned earlier, according to Gibson, there are several types of visual information available
to specify the properties of the environment. As an example, during navigation we can determine
the direction of steering based on available optic flow, which determines one’s heading with respect to a target. Or, when we’re visually tracking an object that is moving across the observer’s
field of view, the difference between target angular position on the retina and the fovea is fed to
a control loop. At every time step the gaze position is proportionally adjusted based on this error
signal. It is notable that, because visual-motor strategies are based entirely on online-control, these
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strategies fail drastically when there is even a temporary loss of visual information, for example,
due to temporary occlusion of the moving object [15, 16].

1.2.2

Internal Model based Control of Action

In model-based control, action is guided by an internal representation of the actor and the physical
world. The emphasis here is that the perceived visual information passes through a “strong”
internal model that produces action via a clear mathematical formulation.
Craik originally introduced the concept of internal model in his well-received book, The nature of explanation [17]. He proposed that the brain “imitates” a physical process by use of an
“internal model of reality.” As a result this method is capable of estimating external events in the
physical world. Internal model control was used in engineering to tackle inherent shortcomings
of a feedback loop such as delay [18]. Similarly by incorporating an internal model of the system
i.e. musculoskeletal system, mobile robots improved their performance [19]. Wolpert believes
that internal models are “putative neural systems that mimic physical systems outside the brain”,
whose “primary role is to predict the behavior of the body and the world [20]”.
Unlike the on-line method that directly connects the human to the environment by use of
available optical information, the internal model-based approach includes an internal model that
encapsulates the world, the environment and the actor’s state. In other words the actor state is
monitored either through visual information or motor efference, and is used to update the world
model. Thus, the term internal model refers to an inner replacement of the world and it should be
robust even if the sensory input is decoupled temporarily. Thus the internal model is playing an
important role for controlling the action [21].
This hypothesis is challenged when there is no visual information available such as occlusion.
In this scenario we intuitively expect the on-line strategies to fail, but a “full-blooded” internal
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model approach will continue to work without significant loss of performance [6, 15]. For example, it has been proposed that, when catching a ball, one can form predictions of future ball
position on the basis of an internal model that includes Newton’s laws, gravity and air resistance
as the fixed parameters and takes ball initial position and/or velocity as input[6, 15]. If the action is
derived by an internal model of ball’s parabolic trajectory, when the quality of visual information
is degraded (i.e., occlusion) the model performance should not deteriorate as much as a purely
online form of control (i.e., ecological control).
Figure 1.2 shows the comparison between different control strategies for action. The top row
shows the online control where there is a direct coupling of input visual information and action.
Whereas in the middle row visual information is mediated by internal model to derive action.
Strategies that use no visual information are referred to as “offline strategies” [15, 22]. For
example, in the blind walking task, blind-folded participants are able to walk successfully to a
target they have previously viewed [15]. Or, during a target interception task, if the target disappears or gets occluded by another object we might use internal model of ball trajectory. Also other
studies show that spatial memory is another source that controls navigation in case of no visual
input available [23].
Considering the studies in this field, a major problem with internal model approach is that
its parameters are rarely specified clearly. Although, both of these two hypotheses help us to
understand the control of action [15], however, the online approach has a very important advantage
and that is, it is succinct in terms of representation. This approach unlike the internal model doesn’t
require a high fidelity and detailed model to guide movement, rather it calculates simple visual cues
such as optic flow, expansion rate, etc. from the available imagery. There is strong evidence that
our visual system is capable of extracting the mentioned visual cues at the neural level, however,
evidence is not in favor of gravity or resistance being represented in our sensory system [6, 22, 24].
On the other hand the model-based approach does not heavily rely on current visual information.
Its performance is still accurate even though the visual information is unavailable. It should be
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noted that a strong internal model approach should be applied to both domains, with or without
reliable input visual information [15].
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Figure 1.2: Theories of Perception and Action categorized by Warren [2]

1.2.3

Role of Prediction

Despite the issues with the model-based control, it is unclear how one can account for the inability
of purely online control strategies to command action to account for behavior during temporary
occlusion of the target [19]. Also there is an inherent motor-delay in our nervous system. This
means, regardless of visual processing delay, from the time the appropriate signal is sent to a
muscle to the time that the action is performed there is at least 150-200 milliseconds delay [25, 26].
Several studies show that with the motor-delay in the loop many fast target interceptions that
humans do won’t be possible [22]. Therefore there must be a feed-forward mechanism that we
incorporate to overcome these problems. In fact there is evidence at the neural level that proves this
feed-forward flow of information [6]. But the nature of prediction is not clear yet. There are many
ways that we can model human predictive visual-motor strategies. For example, an extrapolation
in time, a simple spatio-temporal mapping or an expectation prior model. The next section will
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explain how these machine learning based methods would provide us with the tools to achieve this
goal.

1.2.4

Hybrid Approach to Control of Action

Under special conditions, such as when the target is occluded, or the available information about
the moving target’s trajectory is inadequate, action may be guided in an “offline” manner. What
is the exact implementation of this strategy is still an open question. The answer could be from a
strong world model to a simple extrapolation of the current state of the environment. An alternative
explanation is that control is mediated by a simple heuristic that falls short of an internal model,
such as a simple visual-motor mapping or spatial-temporal memory. Warren calls this weak offline strategy as a complement for on-line control without placing an undue computational burden
on the visual motor system [15, 22].
Therefore according to hybrid hypothesis, on-line control is normally incorporated in the presence of reliable visual information. In case of occlusion, target disappearance or any type of visual
information withdrawal, off-line heuristic or mapping strategies take place. These strategies are
weak, inaccurate and short-lived, but they still provide reasonable solution to drive motor commands [15]. As an example, an internal model of ball trajectory may be expected to generalize
to new conditions such as ball distance, speed and launch angle. In contrary a heuristic model is
task-specific and hard to generalize to new tasks with new parameters even in the same domain.

1.3

Overview of the Thesis

The goal of this study is to investigate and model human hand-eye coordination including its
important characteristics such as prediction. We chose to study hand-eye coordination in a ball
catching task using a virtual reality (VR) environment. The task of catching a ball is favorable
because its performance is within the ability of most healthy adults, and it has previously been the
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subject of empirical study. It includes the visual information processing for the coordination of
action - the hand movement. We use a virtual reality environment because it allows us to provide
a naturalistic environment for the subjects along with control of experiment parameters. Furthermore, we use a combination of eye tracking and motion capture systems because it allows us to
record subjects gaze, head and hand movements. Once we have collected the behavioral data of
several subjects attempting to catch virtual balls, the results of their performance will be presented,
and considered as evidence for or against the proposed hypothesis. The behavioral findings will
also be the basis for computational, machine-learning models that test competing theories of visual
and motor control. First, based on the collected dataset we create a supervised model that mimics
human visual-motor performance and we present this model as an evidence for hybrid control theory of perception and action. This supervised model also provides a solution for perception-action
loop that can be tested systematically and it also captures prediction. By use of visualization and
statistical analysis we determine the role of individual sources of visual information on performed
action. This method will also help us to determine how long our predictive strategies are valid
in time. Finally we use an inverse reinforcement learning approach that allows us to characterize
human performance using action-reward mechanism. The second modeling scheme will help us to
address the hypothesis related to on-line vs. predictive control in a single representation approach.
Since the reward function for a reinforcement learner agent presents the underlying strategies that
produce the behavior, we use this tool to visualize when human subjects make the transition between on-line to prediction during the course of an action. The key component here is to define
constraints on the agent so that the model captures human behavior in a realistic way.
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Chapter 2

Background
In this section the main features of human visual system are briefly reviewed to help understanding
the behavioral findings that we will discuss in the results section. Although physiology of our eye
can be broken down into several detailed sub-systems, our purposes require only a review of the
components involved in the extraction of information from the world.

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of human eye. Image courtsey of [27]
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2.1

Human Visual System

It is no exaggeration to say human eye is the most fascinating optical system. It is an extremely
efficient imaging system that transforms light into electrical signal using an adaptive compression
method. The pupil is the aperture of this imaging system, its size is adaptively tuned to the ambient
light. Light passes through the cornea, which has approximately two-thirds of the eye’s total
optical power, and then passes through the lens. Lens thickness can be modified by stretching or
releasing the ciliary muscles, and this determines its contribution to optical power, as well as the
radius of focused light upon the retina. When we change our focus point from a far distance to a
near distance object, the optical power of the lens changes accordingly so that the focal plane falls
on the retina as shown in Figure 2.1.
The retina is the imaging plane for this adaptive optical system, while containing all the photoreceptors. There are two types of photoreceptors, rods and cones. Rods are mostly responsible
for low light vision (scotopic) while cones are responsible for daylight color vision (photopic).
Rods the more sensitive type of photoreceptors, while cones are important for providing high acuity vision. In the center of the retina there is an important region that occupies 2-3 degrees of visual
angle called the fovea. The importance of this region is that it has the smallest cone photoreceptors and is almost free of rods. There are 120 million photoreceptors as shown in Figure 2.2, and
they are distributed unevenly throughout the retina. There are more photoreceptors in the periphery with less density compared to the central field of view, and those further in the periphery are
larger in size. This also means that once we move away from the fovea our visual acuity drops
drastically. In other words, if we are fixating at an object in a scene in front of us, the center of
the scene (2-3 degrees) projects to the fovea on the retina and the rest of the scene is projected
on the periphery. We have our highest visual acuity at the fovea and it decays as we go further
toward eccentricity. That’s why we need to make eye movements and fixate on the parts of the
scene where we need detail visual information. In conclusion, since we have only a tiny portion
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of our visual field available for us in high quality, we need to make eye movements to bring the
objects of interest on our fovea (i.e. to foveate the target). In the following subsection we review
eye tracking methods and describe different types of eye movements.

Figure 2.2: Distribution of Cones and Rods throughout the retina. Image courtesy of[28]
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2.2

Study of Eye Movements Using Eye Tracking

Since the focus of this dissertation is the coordination between perceived visual information and
performed action, it is important to provide a general background about different methods of eye
tracking. The goal here is to introduce eye tracking techniques from a general perspective. Further
details on different techniques and the history of eye tracking can be found in [29, 30].
The question of how/why/when do we move our eyes has been of interest since early 19th
century. In 1908 Edmund Huey designed one of the very first eye trackers using a contact lens like
device with a hole for the pupil. Later on Yarbus contributed to this field through the invention of
several new apparatuses for the study of eye movements. In his influential book Eye Movements
and Vision he wrote about the relationship between fixation and regions of interest and proposed
important questions to the psychology community [31]. Prior to Yarbus, Guy T. Buswell used
light beams which were reflected on reader’s eyes and recorded them on film. Buswell’s research,
for the first time, revealed important findings about our eye movements while reading a text. There
are different classes of eye tracking techniques. Here we only explain two of these methods : 1)
electro-oculography, 2) video oculography.

2.2.1

Electro-Oculography

Electro-oculography is based on a sensor that detects the difference between electrical potential
of the front vs. rear of the eye. In this method sensors are connected on the skin to measure the
change in electric field that is created when the eyes rotate. Although this invasive method is noisy
and subject to drift in the received signal, its advantage is that it can record eye movements when
our eyes are closed [29].
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Video Oculography

Video oculography is based on an image of the eye and use of computer vision/image processing
methods to find the position of the pupil and the cornea. The majority of the current eye tracking
methods used in consumer electronic devices are video based systems. These methods use one
or multiple cameras alongside with visible light or infrared light to illuminate the surface of the
eye. There are multiple reflections of the light off of the surface of the eye. By using an image
processing algorithm a gaze vector emanating from the pupil is calculated. The details of the
process of calculating the gaze vector can vary significantly depending on the hardware, optics
and software specs of a video based eye tracking system. One can simplify the steps as follows:
1) capture image(s) of the eye, 2) apply an image classification technique in order to find the
position of different key elements of the image (cornea reflection, pupil center, etc.) 3) Use 2D or
3D geometry of the image(s) and the eye to calculate the gaze vector corresponding to the video
frame.
There are desktop and portable versions of video based eye tracking systems. Some desktop
based eye trackers have temporal resolution of up to 1000 Hz (Eye Link Inc. [32]).The portable
eye trackers are more used for less constrained studies, where the subject wears the device and
freely moves his or her eye and head. In addition, there are desktop eye tracking devices that
allow a certain range of head translation and rotation with varying range of accuracy (Tobbii 4C
tracker [32]]).
Recent algorithms use a surface model of the eye to extract the 3D gaze vector by illuminating
the eye using a group of IR LEDs. As it is shown in Figure 2.3, first the pupil and the reflection
of the IR LEDs are detected so that the algorithm can find an ellipse fit to the iris. Once the pupil
and the iris are detected the eye surface model provides an estimate of the eye ball shown in green
in Figure 2.3b. Finally, it generates a vector estimate of gaze direction emanating from the center
of the fovea to the pupil centroid. These algorithms show robust performance and up to 120 Hz
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refresh rate in both portable and desktop setup.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: View of the eye from the eye tracking camera. (a) The image processing algorithm
detects the IR LED reflections and fits an ellipse to the Iris, (b) five IR LED reflections are shown
on the surface of the eye and the pupil being color coded by red (c) generated 3D gaze vector and
the proposed sphere fit to the eye ball (courtesy of Pupil Labs Inc.)
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Virtual Reality in Research

When studying visually guided control of action, it is very important for the experimenter to have
full control on experiment parameters and sometimes this comes with constraints on the condition
in which the subject would perform the task. For example, in order to study motion perception
for the purpose of target interception, 2D targets were presented to the subjects and their task
was to predict whether the moving circle would hit a 2D line both presented on a 2D screen. A
desktop eye tracker recorded subjects gaze movements and a button press was used to register
their response [33]. There are several other influential studies that adopted head-fixed desktop eye
tracking system and revealed important findings about our visual system and eye movements. One
important characteristic of a head-fixed desktop eye tracking system is that the viewer’s position
relative to the screen (stimulus) is fixed. This provides accurate measurements of stimulus physical
properties such as angular position and velocity.
Although studies based on head-fixed eye trackers help us better understand the mechanisms
underlying visual perception and provide us with fundamental knowledge about our visual-motor
processing, however some researchers would doubt whether these results are generalizable to a
more realistic condition with free movements of the head and the hands. For example when
someone is playing soccer and trying to predict the interception point, what type of additional
source of information could they be using while moving their head and body freely in 3D space.
Therefore, there is always an aspect of natural behavior that is being missed and could create
biases in results or changes in behavior.
In real world, we hit the tennis ball while moving our head and also running freely in different
directions. In order to run experiments in a real world condition there are tedious and precise calibration and measurement procedures required to make sure the physical properties of the visual
stimulus such as size, position, velocity ,etc. are presented to the subject as intended by the experimenter. An inspiring study presented by McKinney et al investigates predictive eye movements
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for squash players while they were wearing portable eye tracker [34]. This study explains the
pre-processing steps required in order to analyze the eye tracking data with respect to sometimes
noisy low quality image of the scene camera.
The recent developments in Virtual Reality technology has made these devices more ergonomically pleasant for users and opens an opportunity for researchers in the field of vision science.
Since the VR content is pre-computed, the geometry of the virtual entities are known. Since the
position of real and virtual objects are precisely calculated by the physics engine and stored during
the data collection, there’s no need for post-hoc recalculations of the stimulus. Unless for the purpose of spatial or temporal calibration of the VR system. Another important added value for use
of VR in behavioral studies is the expedited time for prototyping and redesigning the experiment
parameters which would be much harder in a real world data collection setup.
This project while being inspired by previous studies in naturalistic environments [3, 35, 36]
uses a VR system in order to study eye movements in a naturalistic environment while presenting
calibration techniques to make sure the accuracy of measurements and the stimulus remains valid.
To provide a background, in the following subsection a brief overview of other studies that used a
VR setup is presented.

2.3.1

Behavioral Study in VR

Behavioral studies that use VR as their experiment setup can be categorized into few different
classes. Visually guided navigation, object and shape detection, reaching and grasping and visually guided target interception. Most of these studies use VR to first present the stimuli in a more
realistic environment and/or record subject’s behavior in a more naturalistic setup that provides
head free eye movements and also hand movements. Furthermore, the parameters of the experiment are controlled by the experimenter which is not available in a real world scenario. The extent
to which the subject feels being immersed depends on the type of VR technology used and the
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need of the paradigm. For instance, in a reaching experiment where the subject is instructed to tap
on a moving target on the screen, it is more important that the system has very low latency with
respect to user’s interaction than it is to have a very realistic appearance. In contrary, in a fully
immersed VR setup that uses head mounted display (HMD) there are many parameters that can
destroy the feeling of being immersed in the virtual environment. Optical aberrations introduced
by the display, limited field of view and any spatial/temporal error in the system would cause
significant biases on subject’s perception and hence their motor response. Therefore in many studies that use immersive VR environments rely upon a meticulous process of spatial and temporal
calibration [37–43].

2.3.2

Sources of Perceptual Inaccuracy in VR

To reduce the effect of spatial or temporal misalignments of the VR system on the results of a
behavioral study, all aspects of a VR experiment need to be calibrated. This includes spatial and
temporal calibration. Several studies that use motion capture system undergo a rigorous calibration procedure to make sure the recorded position of the markers are within the range of required
accuracy. These systems either use an active marker technology where the markers that are being
tracked are actively emitting visible/non-visible light or they use passive markers where the markers are made up of a retro reflective material. Both of these two types of motion tracking systems
use multiple cameras (or sensor arrays) plus multi-view geometry to estimate the 3D position of
markers within the tracking volume. During a typical calibration process system uses predefined
reference markers to minimize the spatial error along side defining the origin of the capture volume
[44].
Temporal latency is one of the most challenging problems in a VR system. Especially when
we’re dealing with human perception and action, if not compensated for it can jeopardize the
validity of the results. Unlike spatial error, temporal inaccuracies are more challenging to be
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corrected for especially during run time. Therefore, system latency has to be taken into account
during experiment design and system development. Typically, behavioral studies in VR measure
and report their so called end to end latency in order to make sure the apparatus did not create
negative perceptual effects on the subjects [45–47].

2.3.3

Eye Tracking in VR

Eye tracking in an HMD based VR system is challenging due to three major reasons. Mechanical
mount, display and slippage makes eye tracking more challenging compared to a portable eye
tracking setup. Considering the size of a light head mounted display it is a challenging problem to
find the optimum location for the built in eye tracking hardware.
Eye tracking camera needs to have a good image of the eye while it is being illuminated by
IR LEDs. This makes the mechanical design challenging so that it’s not occluding the display.
SMI uses single sided mirror to overcome this problem [48]. Although major VR companies are
trying to improve their display technology, but distortion is inevitable due to the fact that most of
the head mounted devices are designed to be for consumer level products. Therefore the quality
of the optics and the display is far from perfect in commonly used systems in the market. Since
the presented stimulus is distorted by the display and lens, the eye tracking calibration procedure
needs to take this effect into account.
Last but not the least, even with a perfectly calibrated eye tracker in an HMD VR system,
since the head is free to move there’s always a chance of the HMD physically being shifted on
subject’s face. This will cause a shift in eye image, hence an error in the reported eye tracking
data. Therefore for a physically demanding experiment there needs to be repeated measures of
calibration to make sure the validity of the eye tracking data throughout the time[48].
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Modeling Techniques

There are several modeling techniques that can be applied to human perception-action study. The
rich literature of behavioral study covers wide range of models from Bayesian statistics to classical dynamic control systems. In this section a brief overview of machine learning techniques is
presented. There are two major classes of machine learning that fit the goal of current research.
Therefore it is important to provide a general perspective toward different goals of machine learning techniques to explain the rationale behind the choice of methods used in this study.

2.4.1

Overview of Machine Learning methods

Machine learning is a science of data analysis, interpretation and classification that gives “computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed” according to Arthur Samuel [50].
This field of computer science has evolved from pattern recognition and computational learning
theory in artificial intelligence. Which is exploring the data, finding patterns, representations and
models to be able to predict the interpretation of an unseen data sample or generally make decisions. These methods allow machines or algorithms to learn these representations and even
explore newly added sample data to their decision base. There are numerous applications of machine learning these days such as computer vision, image classification, robotics, data mining, etc.
There are three major classes of machine learning methods: 1) supervised learning, 2) unsupervised learning and 3) reinforcement learning [49, 51, 52].
Supervised Learning:
In supervised learning the key component is that the data is available with its interpretation or so
called “label.” For example, in an image classification problem, most of the datasets have images with their corresponding labels. The goal of a supervised image classification algorithm is to
predict the label of an image after being trained on several instances of image-label pairs. Using
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Flow chart of a supervised machine learning technique (diagram courtesy of [49])
and (b) Results for an unsupervised data clustering on a sample data from the VR ball catching
experiment. The blue and red stars show the cluster (class) centers for the success and failure
classes accordingly.
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mathematical notation, in a supervised machine learning technique we have input x and output y
available and the goal is to find function F that relates input and output as follows:

y = F (x);

where x and y are known and F is unknown

Figure 2.4a is a flow chart representing the major steps involved both training and testing a supervised model for image classification. During the training phase the model parameters are
optimized by feeding the training instances and minimizing the output error with respect to the
desired output (label). During testing, the model is used to generate output based on the optimized
parameters, in other words the model is used to predict the best label for the input image.
Unsupervised Learning
The goal of an unsupervised learning algorithm is to find the patterns in the data so that the data
can be interpreted or represented in a more meaningful way. More precisely as humans we’re
always interested to infer information from the data and this inference highly depends on the representation of the data. Data clustering is a perfect example of an unsupervised algorithm. Where
the algorithm groups together the “close” data points so that it conveys an overall understanding of
how and in what directions the data is distributed/clustered. Using the same mathematical notation
here we only have x and the goal is to find F which is a better and more intuitive representation
of the original data:

F (x);

where x is known and F is unknown

Figure 2.4b shows an unsupervised data clustering example where the algorithm represents the
data using three cluster centers and cluster parameters. In other words the unknown 2D data
points are categorized into three different classes based on their distance and distribution.
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Reinforcement Learning
The goal of reinforcement learning method is to allow the algorithm to decide what label or representation is the best for the data. Reinforcement learning can be considered both a supervised
and unsupervised class of machine learning. In a reinforcement learning technique the algorithm
(the agent) interacts with the environment by taking an action, based on this interaction it observes
its own state and the reward (reinforcement signal) that it receives from the environment [53, 54].
By repeating this so called exploration-exploitation loop several times, the agent gradually learns
what is called an optimum policy. The learned optimum policy through experiencing different
combination of states and actions, guarantees the maximum long term reward for the agent. A reinforcement learner agent instead of learning pairs of desired inputs-outputs, learns the optimum
policy (actions) that maximizes the predefined reward function. Using the previous mathematical
notation, a reinforcement learning technique could be described as the process of observing several input states x and their corresponding reward value Z(x) and learn the optimum policy F that
generates the best output y at every state. Note that, actions that are the means of moving between
states could be included in x as state-action pair [53].

y = F (x)

&

Z(x);

where x and Z(x) are known and F is unknown

As shown in Figure 2.5 the agent can interact with the environment to find the optimum policy
based on exploration & exploitation.
In this study we use two different classes of machine learning techniques for two reasons. First
we develop a supervised learning model that is trained to reproduce subject’s behavior in terms of
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(b)

Figure 2.5: Reinforcement learning agent and its observation-exploitation loop to learn optimum
policy. Images courtesy of [53]

gaze, head and hand movements. Once we show that the model is reproducing human eye-hand
movements with a reasonable range of error, we study the model to learn human visual-motor
strategies. This approach allows us to understand the underlying control mechanisms through a
surrogate model. Using a systematic approach we test the model to draw parallel lines between
how the simplified model operates to understand how the brain would work.
Second we use reinforcement learning (RL) framework that will be explained in details in
chapter 4 to find subjects underlying strategy that produced the state-action pairs. More specifically we take the inverse path of an RL model. Since we don’t know the rewarding mechanism
that subjects were using when performing the actions, the inverse reinforcement learning paradigm
recovers the reward function based on a set of observed state-action pairs. This is also referred to
as immitation learning where by using some assumptions the reward function is estimated so that
it produces the similar behavior as observed by the humans [55].
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2.5

Considerations for Modeling Human Hand-eye Coordination

Consider a ball catching paradigm where the subject is instructed to intercept with a flying ball in
his field of view. The ball launches from a certain distance, flies in the air following the physics
of gravity and passes by the subject. Intuitively we expect the subject to track the ball with a
combination of head + eye movements, initiate the hand movement and reach to catch the ball.
To be able to investigate the contribution of online or internal model based control, let’s assume
that we can make the ball disappear for a short period of a time, called “blank duration.” The
hypothesis is that subjects mostly rely on online control strategies as long as the ball is visible
and use “some type of” offline or internal model or some simple heuristics to guide their hand
movement during the blank prior to attempted catch.
To determine what is the nature of these strategies and how long they are valid in time we propose to take two important steps. First create a naturalistic environment and record human hand,
head and eye movement data and second to create a model that can be systematically investigated.
By using the human data set we can get an understanding of what is the common pattern of behavior and based on that we can probe, modify and recreate different models to understand and
visualize these strategies. We propose to use a virtual reality setup to create a naturalistic environment that would make our modeling results compatible to real world situation. Also, because we
are using a head mounted display to render the virtual content we can investigate the role of visual
information available in the image. In this section we review different aspects of human behavior
during a visually guided target interception task. We expect the proposed model to capture these
behaviors or at least provide a systematic way to probe the presence of these characteristics.

2.5.1

From Information Space to Action State

As mentioned earlier, it is very important to study the mechanisms underlying perception and also
organization of action. Our perception system receives a large number of sensory inputs in various
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forms and based on that it produces the appropriate action (See Figure 2.6). In our paradigm,
when the ball is moving in our field of view studies show that one can couple hand position
to the perceived passing distance of the ball, which is instantaneously specified throughout the
˙ ˙ , where ✓˙ is ball lateral velocity and ˙ is
ball’s approach in the form of the optical variable ✓/
ball expansion rate [56]. The proposed model should allow us to probe into these relationships.
Also it should be noted that not all the input sensory information is visual. The human vestibular
system is sensitive to orientation and acceleration during movement, and this provides important
information that can be used to drive head and eye movements [57]. Furthermore our brain stores
a copy of signals sent to muscles that is called “efference copy.” This sensory signal provides nonvisual information about the position of our hand. In conclusion as it is shown in Figure 2.6 there
are visual and non visual sources of information that contributes to motor action when performing
a hand, gaze or head movement. We can formalize this relationship as follows:
yj = F (x1 , x2 , ..., xi ) (1)
where j iterates on different actions and i iterates on different input sensory information (such as
optical variables, proprioceptive information, etc) We expect the model to allow us to investigate
the relationship between the input sensory information and output action in a systematic way. It is
shown in several previous studies that we use different sources of information at different times.
In example when we are intercepting with an object moving in our field of view we use target
lateral velocity and expansion rate to plan our hand movement timing[56, 58]. Also not all the
visual information available for us are taken into account equally at different times. Our visual
perception system efficiently chooses source of information based on reliability and usefulness for
the task in hand[56, 58–63].
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Figure 2.6: From information space to action state. Images adapted from

2.5.2

Predictive Model

One of the key features of human perception-action system that shows itself in many different
shapes is that we rely on “predictive strategies” when we’re performing an action. The major
reason for the need for predictive strategy is the well-known motor delay. This delay includes the
time that the visual information is transmitted from photoreceptors to visual cortex and also the
time that it takes for a motor command to reach our muscles to make the planned movement. It is
important to study the accuracy of vision and motor control in the presence of established visual
and motor delays of 150-200 ms [26]. If not compensated for, these delays would cause a tracking
gaze of a quickly moving target to lag behind the target, and an attempted manual interception to
be poorly timed with the target’s arrival. Despite evidence suggesting the presence of predictive
strategies the nature of prediction is not well studied yet. Therefore we expect the proposed study
would provide more detailed understanding of how the prediction mechanism is employed when
we’re trying to catch a target. Figure 2.7 shows one possible solution for our predictive strategies.
Considering a parabolic trajectory of a target moving in our field of view our visual system might
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extract information about its movement during a so called integration time and use that information
to predict an action that is going to be taken in the future. This is basically a mapping between
previously available sources of information and future action in time. This framework can be
applied to model hand-eye coordination both from the perspective of online control and internal
model.

Figure 2.7: A model that integrates information in time and predicts future state pictured over a
hypothetical ball trajectory, the integration duration and prediction window are shown in blue and
orange respectively
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Chapter 3

Methodology
In this chapter the data collection procedure using motion capture system, VR head mounted
display (HMD) and built-in eye tracker is explained. In order to design an experiment to study
human behavior in a VR setup it is important to measure the accuracy of each VR sub-system
to make sure that the perceived VR stimulus is as close as possible to the real world stimulus.
Furthermore, our data recording and processing pipeline is explained so that the reader could
reproduce the results. First, the system hardware specifications are explained and then the software
used for graphics rendering and data recording is discussed and finally the data processing and
analysis is briefly explained.

3.1

System Hardware, Motion Capture and Head Mounted Display

In our experiments, we use PhaseSpace Inc. [64] motion capture system to record movements of
certain objects. i.e. the head mounted display is being tracked using a set of active LED markers
positioned precisely on it and this mode is called rigid-body tracking. The motion capture system
is composed of 14 PhaseSpace cameras placed in the ceiling. These cameras are horizontal and
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vertical linear detectors that are sensitive to the red LED lights on generated by the active marker
modules. The active markers have individual IDs (A, B, C, D & E) that corresponds to the blinking
frequency and shift controlled by the server. To be able to get position and orientation of for
example the head mounted display, the marker IDs on the device need to be defined for the server
first. This way the server would be able to detect the LED markers according to the predefined
list. After calibrating the motion capture system using the calibration wand and defining the world
coordinate system axis and origin, then the server starts streaming the 3D position and orientation
(using quaternions) of any regid body upon clients request. This is shown in Figure 3.2.
Stimuli were delivered by an Intel i7-based PC with an NVIDIA GTX 690 connected to the
Oculus Rift DK2 head mounted display at 75 Hz, and an NVIDIA GTX 760 connected to the
experimenter’s desktop display. The computer ran Windows 7, and the virtual environment was
rendered using the Vizard Virtual Reality toolkit by Worldviz(Vizard 5.1, 2015). Physics were
simulated using the OpenODE physics engine (Open Dynamics Engine, 2009) so that ball trajectories matched those expected within a real-world environment in the absence of wind resistance
(Figure 3.1). Collisions between the ball and the paddle or other surfaces was also detected using
the physics engine. To improve the fidelity of the physical simulation and collision detection, the
physics engine was updated 10 times between frames (e.g. 750 Hz).
The Oculus Rift HMD has an approximate diagonal field of view of 100 , and an approximate
angular resolution of 10-15 pixels per degree dependent upon the position of the eye inside the
head mounted display [48]. Head and paddle position/orientation were sampled and recorded
at 75 Hz using a 14 camera Phasespace X2 motion capture system, with a measured latency of
between the time a sensed movement would be reflected on the display of less than 30 ms. Eye
movements were recorded with an SMI binocular eye tracker (v0.5 beta, 2015) sampled at 75
Hz. A post-hoc correction was applied, as described in [48], to correct for helmet slippage and
other sources of spatial error in the eye tracking signal. The average eye tracking accuracy after
calibration and correction was 0.53 for the central visual field (F OV < 10 ) and 2.51 in the
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periphery (10 < F OV < 30 ). This method is described in more detail in chapter 4.

Figure 3.1: A. Subjects wore an Oculus DK2 with integrated SMI eyetracker with a sampling rate
of 60 Hz. B. The experimenter’s desktop view of what the subject saw inside the helmet. The lines
receding in depth represent the left and right gaze vectors, and the text in the upper left encodes
trial number, block number, and time-stamps. The red disc represents the face of the paddle, on
which can also be seen the red virtual ball.

3.2

System Software, Graphics and Eye Tracking Data Recording

As mentioned above, the VR graphical environment was created in Vizard 5 software provided by
WorldViz using Python. The software developed for the experiment has several sub-modules each
of them responsible for a certain task. The refresh rate is set to 75 Hz and each of these modules
gets updated sequentially. The motion capture interface calls the server and updates the rigid body
position and orientation buffers, while the physics engine runs the collision detection routines
accordingly. Once the position and orientation of all the nodes are updated the eye tracking server
is called for streaming the last updated gaze data structure. The last operation is writing out the
data into a structured text file which will be saved and stored onto the disk at the end of the
experiment. The experimenter can also interrupt the ball catching experiment by pressing certain
keys. For example, by pressing “c” the eye tracking calibration routine runs where the stimulus
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appear at certain location and updated based on consecutive key press.

Figure 3.2: The view inside head mounted display, the motion capture software markers for paddle
and the view on experimenter monitor that also shows the rendered right and left gaze vector.

3.3

Parsing the Data: From Structured Text to Pandas Data Frames

As mentioned before, the recorded data for each participant is saved into a folder named by the date
and time of experiment. This folder beside the experiment data (i.e. the structured text) contains
the meta-data regarding the parameters of the experiment and system hardware configuration for
possible future use. The data processing starts with parsing the structured text file into pandas data
frame. Each subject’s data is parsed into four data frames. First, the structured text is parsed into
raw data frame that is an efficient tool to handle large data sets and run fast parallel computations.
The raw data frame rows are total number of frames of data recorded during the ball catching
experiment. The columns of raw data frame are different physical measurements or condition
flags related to the experiment. The frames of the data recorded during eye tracking calibration
session is stored separately called calibration data frame. This data frame is used to calculate the
calibration matrices required for compensating the eye tracking error. After pre-processing the
raw data, noise and outlier removal using pandas built-in functions, gemoterical calculations of
the gaze vectors i.e., gaze-in-world, the processed data frame is generated that has fewer columns
yet a more clear parameters of data for further statistical analysis. Finally, the output of a specific
analysis is stored into so called trial information data frame. The number of rows in the trial info
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data frame is the number of trials. This allowed us to store several metrics and analysis results for
each trial individually. The value of the data collection pipeline used in this study becomes more
clear when we consider the total data collection, data parsing and analysis time. As an example,
for a 150 trials ball catching experiment, from the time that the subject is prepared to start the
experiment with the instructions, to the time that subjects initial statistical analysis is calculated,
is less than 45 minutes. This allowed us fine-tuning the study using faster and more efficient
iterations.

Figure 3.3: The raw and trial information data frames as stored during data processing. The
number of rows for raw data frame is equal to the number of frames of data recorded during the
experiment. However the trial information data frame has one row for each trial.
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Chapter 4

Studies in Predictive Eye-Hand
Movement
In this chapter a series of studies focused on predictive eye-hand movements is presented. Each
study has been designed to address questions related to the role of online and predictive mechanisms in visually guided control. In order to study different hypothesis concerning human visualmotor behavior, we created experiments in which subjects where immersed in a VR ball catching
simulator. Use of virtual reality allowed us to record subjects ocular-motor behavior while they
were free to move their head and hand in a natural setup. Thus increases the chances that our
findings will generalize to the natural context. Here we briefly summarize the studies, and their
contribution towards the understanding of predictive strategies for control of action.
In order to record subject’s eye movements we used a built-in eye tracker inside head mounted
display (HMD). However, our initial measurements revealed that the accuracy of the eye tracking
system using only the calibration routine provided by the vendor is below the range of our scientific
application. Therefore, the first study proposes a post-hoc calibration routine that reduces the
spatial/temporal errors of a built-in eye tracking system throughout the data collection procedure.
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The second study presents a VR ball catching study that the subjects were instructed to intercept a moving virtual ball while it disappeared midway through its parabolic trajectory. In order to
successfully catch the ball, subjects had to adopt a predictive control strategy. We first investigate
whether subjects engage in visual prediction when tracking the ball and if they did whether their
predictive eye movements were correlated with their hand placement. We focused on subjects eye
and hand movements when the virtual ball disappeared and show whether the temporal constraints
of the task modulates the correlation between predictive eye and hand movements.
The third study utilizes machine learning models to test theories of visual prediction. Specifically, the model was designed to test the sufficiency of predictive control using a minimal representation between previously observed visual and kinesthetic information for explaining subject
behavior made in prediction of a future state. This model is implemented as a Long Short-Term
Memory Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN) architecture that uses current and previous information in order to predict the gaze-hand movement at a distant time into future. In addition, we
investigate the significance of input source of information in guiding prediction.
Finally, in the fourth study, we investigate the influence of spatio-temporal constraints of ball
trajectory on prediction. The reliability of visual information about ball kinematics varies during early compared to late portion of the trajectory. To investigate, we occluded the early or late
portion of the ball trajectory and studied the change that it causes in eye-hand movement strategies compared to the no occlusion condition. Analysis of subjects eye-hand movement strategies
brought insight to predictive strategies. Furthermore, we used subjects data to create an inverse
reinforcement learning model of gaze-hand movements that captures both online and predictive
components of the behavior. Characterizing subjects behavior using this model allows us to recover reward values that underlie visual and motor behavior during interception. The recovered
rewards show the transition between online and predictive strategy in the course of a single trial.
These results suggest that a single model of eye-hand movement is sufficient to capture both online and predictive component of behavior depending on the temporal constraints of the task and
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whether the visual information is available or not. The following sub-sections present the studies
conducted in order to understand human predictive strategies. Each of the following sub-sections
present a conference proceeding or a published journal paper accordingly.
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4.1

Study1: Eye Tracking Calibration in VR

Eye movement data is widely used to scientifically study human performance. The spatio-temporal
accuracy of this data is intimately tied to the technology utilized for capture. Common eye tracking systems in use today are video-based pupil-center corneal-glint-reflection eye trackers. Such
trackers can have varying degrees of intrinsic error depending on the properties of the hardware
(cameras resolution, sampling frequency, etc.) as well as the data recording conditions (e.g.,
stimuli luminance and head movements) [29, 65]. Recent improvements in tracking technology
integrate a 3D model of surface of the eye. Using multiple LEDs for illumination, this method can
robustly estimate pupillary position based on the deformation of the corneal reflections. Depending on the research scenario, even small amounts of tracking error can have detrimental effects.
For example, even a 0.5 offset of gaze location can lead to widely different conclusions about
dwell time on areas of interest (AOI)[29].
Eye tracking systems have limited levels of accuracy that typically depend on a wide variety
of physical, implementation, and environmental factors. For simplicity, many users rely on manufacturers’ claims as to reliability and accuracy. However, the emergence of new technologies and
curiosity about claimed versus actual, pragmatic accuracy has led to interrogation into the inherent
properties of these systems [30, 66]. To minimize error, especially in scientific experiments, it is
common to employ so-called characterization and/or calibration methods.
During a typical calibration, experimenters present the subject with some number of knownlocation visual stimuli. By comparing the gaze data with this ‘ground truth’ it is possible to
construct some form of 2D transformation that minimizes the error between the observed and true
locations[36, 67].Translational, rigid, similarity, affine, and linear fractional transformations are
well suited for correcting common linear distortions introduced by physical and optical variability
in eye tracking systems. Other methods, such as piece-wise transformations, topological / conformal techniques, statistical, and other model-based techniques may provide enhanced accuracy in
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certain scenarios[68].
The focus of this study is to present a novel calibration method, suitable for Virtual Reality
(VR) and other head-mounted eye tracking applications. Virtual reality techniques are increasing
in popularity across many research disciplines[67, 69]. The addition of integrated eye tracking
systems has provided a new perspective for vision scientists, allowing the study of the human
visual system in a more naturalistic and less constrained environment. Tracking error is a crucial
issue when wearing a Head Mounted Display (HMD) in a VR setting.Because subjects are free
to move their head and explore while immersed in the virtual environment, a second source of
error arises with the shifts and movements of the HMD. Our method uses binocular eye tracking
of 27 spherical ‘ground truth’ objects at 3 different depths. We use well known 2D point matching
algorithms to find a homography that minimizes the error at these different depths. We then extend
this method from a static calibration to a dynamic one that takes place throughout the experiment.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the characterization setup. We refer to this grid of objects as the ’groundtruth’, as viewed by a 3rd-person from inside the VR (left), and as projected onto the display of
the HMD (right). Here the avatar represents the experimental subject, wearing an HMD, shown
with binocular gaze vectors obtained from the in-HMD eye tracker. In the VR world the groundtruth occupies an equally spaced volume of 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 spheres. This volume is located 2 m
from the subject, spaced 0.6 m horizontally, 0.4 m vertically, and 2 m in depth. We scale the

radius of the spheres such that they subtend an equal amount of visual angle (150 ), regardless
of depth or position. Their size in this illustration is exaggerated for the sake of clarity. These
projected 2D points, as shown in the right-hand figure, are used as fiducial locations for pointmatching transformations. The ground-truth grid is fixed with respect to the subject’s cyclopean
eye; such that the volume is always projected onto the same location on the HMD screen. The
full experiment proceeds as follows. Before the experimental trials, 27 ground-truth locations
are presented, one at a time for approximately 2s. For each location, we acquire 100 frames @
60 Hz of binocular gaze data. We then perform the manufacturer’s calibration procedure, and
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subsequently repeat the 27 location presentation / collection task.
In order to properly characterize the system and acquire relevant experimental data we must
calculate a 3D gaze vector into the VR world. Our calculation starts by placing a fiducial node
into the 3D VR world coordinate system. We call this the ’cyclopean eye node’. Its location
is continuously updated using motion capture data from markers placed on an Oculus HMD. The
right and left eye nodes yoke to the cyclopean eye node, based on their inter-ocular distance (IOD).
Using ray-tracing and knowing HMD screen’s distance to the cyclopean eye and its resolution,
we can calculate the subject’s gaze point on the screen. We refer to this as the point-of-regard or
POR. Since the ground-truth objects are ’attached’ to the subject’s cyclopean eye, the true PORs
remain the same regardless of head location or rotation. We calculate the gaze vectors for the right
and left eyes using the aforementioned eye nodes, and calculate their respective PORs, along with
cyclopean POR which is their average.
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Figure 4.1: Calibration grid used for eye tracking error measurement
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Figure 4.2: SMI calibration result

4.1.1

Spatial Characterization

The right hand side of Figure 4.1 shows the 2D POR data for all 27 ground-truth points. Figure 4.2
shows the results of the vendor-supplied system calibration with respect to these ground truth locations. Each dot-pair shows the reported location of the subject’s gaze (orange) when looking
at a particular reference ground truth location (purple). The central locations are reasonably well
matched but the performance rapidly deteriorates as the location moves away from the center of
the display. Furthermore, there is a slight vertical compression. The source of these distortions is
somewhat unclear, but might be due to the system’s optics and / or some form of non-linear screen
distortion. The average angular error across the whole field of view is x̄err = 2.9 , serr = 1.6 .
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4.1.2

Point Matching and Transformations

The problem consists of finding a transformation T such that locations in the observed locations
O map as closely as possible to the ground-truth, G. The result of this transformation is a form of
isomorphism called a homography, H [68].

Random sample consensus (RANSAC) is an iterative method to estimate parameters of a mathematical model from a set of observed data which contains outliers [70]. In this case two sets of
known ground truth and observed POR are the inputs and the output is a linear transformation that
minimizes the error between two input sets. RANSAC is non-deterministic but able to deal with
outliers and noisy data points efficiently.
Other methods, such as linear fitting of the locations via singular value decomposition (SVD)
prove useful for scenarios such as ours where the distortions are largely linear and regular. In these
algorithms, the absolute correspondence of points may or may not already be known. In our case,
we know the corresponding data for each gaze position, making the task somewhat simpler. Here,
we use RANSAC and SVD fitting to determine the transformation T to map OG ! G. We can
then use T to create homographies H of other observed data O.

4.1.3

Static Calibration Result

Figure 4.3 shows the result of our isomorphic corrections using the RANSAC and SVD methods
described above. We compute these transformations on the already system-calibrated (e.g. ‘uncorrected’) locations. The nature of the two different methods is readily apparent - the RANSAC
approach appears to attempt to broadly distribute the error across the entire space, while the SVD
algorithm emphasizes the central locations over the peripheral. The resulting average angular error for the RANSAC method is x̄err = 2.39 , serr = 1.11 , which is both lower and less variable
than the vendor supplied results. The SVD method reduces the magnitude of error even further,
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Figure 4.3: Homography Results

but with similar variance as RANSAC, x̄err = 1.18 , serr = 1.03 .
Results demonstrate that we can improve on the vendor-supplied calibration by further transforming the resulting gaze data. Both the RANSAC and SVD homographies are the result of linear
fractional transformations, computed using the vendor calibrated gaze positions. The RANSAC
method results in an overall 18% reduction in error while the SVD method provides a further
51% reduction. Although these results promise to significantly reduce the angular error, a further
challenge remains. Can we use this calibrated data throughout the timecourse of the experiment?
Furthermore, can we compensate for variations introduced by the mechanical displacement of the
VR HMD?

4.1.4

Dynamic Spatial Calibration

In a VR setup, depending on the nature of the experiment this could take up to 30+ minutes.
The motion of the subject as well as potential calibration drift from the eye-tracker make our
results less reliable as the experiment progresses. Here we propose a method for refining the
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Gaze angle error over time
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Figure 4.4: Gaze error for two calibration points in time

calibration over the entire timecourse of an experiment. Figure 4.4 demonstrates these two sources
of error over time. To compute this, we showed ‘ground-truth’ locations at various timepoints
throughout the experiment and asked the subject to fixate on them. We performed a time-varying
cubic interpolation through the resulting gaze locations, resulting in the paths shown in the figure.
The left graph shows the angular drift of the gaze when looking at a ‘ground-truth’ location at the
center of the visual field. Whereas the right graph shows a point in the periphery. The drift of the
central point wanders around the ‘true’ 0 location but the peripheral gaze wanders through almost
a full degree.
One possible solution that is used previously is to perform ‘recalibrations’ during the experiment [71]. We use these recalibrations to ‘reset’ the isomorphic transform, thus minimizing error
at punctuated times. This typically entails a delay in the task and can result in fatigue and loss of
concentration. Here we perform a correction that, unlike our previous correction, changes contin-
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Figure 4.5: Results for different calibration methods

uously throughout the experiment.
We use the same experimental task, apparatus, and virtual environment setup as shown in
Figure 4.1.During the fixation period we acquire a batch of 100 uncorrected samples of the gaze
at 60 Hz. We perform a Gaussian weighted average of these locations and classify this as the
fixation location. As the experiment proceeds, a randomly selected ground-truth sphere appears in
between batches of 3-5 non-calibration, ball-catching trials. We gather the same gaze information
as in the initial presentation. This provides a time-varying set of uncorrected locations, relative to
the ground-truth location. From this time series we can generate the paths of the uncorrected gaze,
as shown in Figure 4.4, throughout the experiment.
By combining the uncorrected gaze time-series for each of the 27 ground-truth locations, we
establish a function P(t) that returns the temporally interpolated grid of 27 gaze locations at time t.
We then can use the point-matching and transformation methods described previously to calculate

a unique homography, Ht for that specific time point. Thus, the corrections vary over time with
the drift of the overall system. Based on the findings in the previous section, we chose a GLM /

SVD method to compute the transformation, since this method reduced the overall angular error
magnitude and variance the best.
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4.1.5

Dynamic Calibration Result

Table 4.5 shows the overall results for the dynamic technique, along with the previously described
methods. Note that we average the error reported for the dynamic method over space and time.
That is, the error at any particular t will be different by a small amount as the quality of fit of the
transformation varies. However, as you can see, with an average magnitude of x̄err = 0.538 and
a variability of only serr = 0.0668 this method outperforms the static methods.
As we have previously noted, it is usually a good strategy to optimize the tracking accuracy
in the center, e.g. ‘straight ahead’, viewing angle. The subject can easily turn their head in a
VR environment to make a location ‘more central’ when necessary. Still, in a perfect world, the
accuracy around the periphery should be high as well. Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the static
and dynamic methods’ performance as a function of gaze angle eccentricity. The projection of the
ground-truth spheres onto the HMD display occupied an region of roughly ±16 from the display
center. For the best static correction (the SVD), shown in blue, error increases in both magnitude

and variability as the screen locations become more peripheral. There is also slightly more central
error. The dynamic correction reduces both the magnitude and the variability of the error over the
whole range of eccentricities.
We set out to characterize the eye tracking error in our current VR HMD setup and to develop
methods of minimizing these static and dynamic errors. Using transformations derived by comparing raw data with a ground truth we were able to reduce error significantly. By using the dynamic
calibration method we were able to further reduce error that occurs as a result of movement and
calibration drift over time by constructing a continuous mapping of transformations. These transformations are time-specific and compensate for instantaneous error as well as global, constant
error.
For this experiment, we calculate the homographies off-line, after the experiment, for both the
static and dynamic cases. It is possible to do some of this computation in real-time, especially with
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Figure 4.6: Calibration Error vs Eccentricity

the assistance of GPU acceleration. However, since interpolation takes the ‘future’ locations of
gaze position into account a different technique needs to be employed. We have experimented with
Kalman-filter and ‘hold-left’ time-series approximations of our data and still are able to achieve
satisfying results, though not quite as good as our off-line methods.
Interestingly, some of our exploratory results were improved when we used uncalibrated data
from the tracker. This might be because in the proposed method, calibration points are presented at
different depth, or vendor calibration might not be as compatible with the class of transformations
(linear and partial linear) that are performed in this study.
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4.2
4.2.1

Study2: A Common Predictive Strategy for Eye and Hand
Statement of the Problem

Although attempts to intercept a ball in flight are often preceded by predictive gaze behavior, the
relationship between the predictive control of gaze and the effector is largely unexplored. The
present study was designed to investigate the influence of the spatio-temporal demands of the task
on a switch to the predictive control. Ten subjects immersed in a virtual environment attempted to
intercept a ball that disappeared for 500 ms of its parabolic approach. The timing of the blank was
varied through manipulation of the post-blank duration prior to the ball’s arrival, and the shape of
the trajectory was manipulated through variation of the pre-blank duration. Results reveal that the
gaze movement trajectory during the blank was curvilinear, appropriately scaled to the curvature of
the invisible moving ball, and the gaze vector was within 4 degrees of the ball upon reappearance,
despite 10-13 degrees of ball movement. The timing of the blank did not influence the accuracy
of predictive positioning of the paddle at the time of ball reappearance, indicated by the distance
of the paddle relative to the ball’s eventual passing location. However, analysis of trial-by-trial
covariations revealed that, when the gaze vector more accurately predicted the ball’s trajectory at
reappearance, the paddle was also held closer to the ball’s eventual passing location. This suggests
that predictive strategies for paddle placement are more strongly mediated by the accuracy of gaze
behavior than by the observed range of trajectories, or the timing of the blank.
Visually guided action involves both online and predictive components of control. For example, when attempting to catch a ball in flight, the control of hand position can be understood
as an online coupling to visual sources of information available throughout the ball’s trajectory
[15]. However, investigations of the gaze behavior of individuals attempting to intercept a ball as
it moves in depth suggest that this online component of control is accompanied by eye movements
made in prediction of the ball’s future trajectory [34, 59, 61–63, 72]. Under certain conditions,
the predictive component can have a strong influence on factors leading to a successful intercep-
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tion of a target moving in two dimensions [73], perhaps due to extra-retinal contributions from
smooth pursuit before visual feedback about the moving target’s position is removed (e.g. through
occlusion, or target blanking).
This study has been designed to investigate the factors that mediate the strength of the relationship between visual prediction and movements of the hand and body when attempting to intercept
an object moving in depth. Although prediction may be accomplished through a ”prospective”
coupling of behavior to visual information that forecasts a likely future state [74], this study more
specifically focuses on predictive behavior that is separated in time from the sensory information
that informed the control strategy. Our approach to studying prediction was to immerse subjects
in a virtual reality (VR) environment in which the task was to use a hand held, motion-tracked
badminton paddle to intercept a launched ball moving along a parabolic flight over a distance of
approximately 20 m to a location within the subject’s reach (Figure 4.7). Upon successful interception, the virtual ball would stick to the paddle for a brief duration before the end of the
trial, providing visual feedback about the accuracy of paddle placement before the ball would
disappear, and the next trial would begin. To promote predictive control strategies for gaze and
the hand/paddle, the ball was made invisible (or ”blanked”) for 500 ms on each trial during its
parabolic flight towards the subject. The duration between the ball’s reappearance and its arrival
at the subject or, post-blank duration was limited to 500, 400, or 300 ms.
Our first hypothesis is that participants will engage in visual prediction through the blank
period. This assumption is supported by several studies of gaze behavior prior to interception in
naturalistic conditions [34, 61, 62, 75, 76]. The accuracy of the visual prediction will compare the
position and velocity of the subject’s gaze behavior at the end of the 500 ms blank to the position
and velocity of the ball at the same frame: at the time of reappearance, prior to the availability of
post-blank visual information, and shortly before the attempted interception.
Our second hypothesis is that the participant’s strategy for positioning the paddle during interception will transition from an online mode of control to a predictive mode of control when the
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Figure 4.7: A. Subjects wore an Oculus DK2 with integrated SMI eyetracker with a sampling rate
of 60 Hz. B. The experimenter’s desktop view of what the subject saw inside the helmet. The lines
receding in depth represent the left and right gaze vectors, and the text in the upper left encodes
trial number, block number, and time-stamps. The red disc represents the face of the paddle, on
which can also be seen the red virtual ball.

post-blank duration is shortest, and there is very little time for online control after the ball reappears. This hypothesis is motivated, in part, by the finding that, when visual feedback is removed
upon the initiation of a movement to intercept, subjects’ transition between online and closed loop
control strategies is modulated by the quality of prediction [77, 78]. In the context of natural(istic)
interception tasks, the quality of prediction degrades quickly when the target is occluded for the
final 280 ms of its flight or longer [77, 79]. Within the context of the present study, a prediction
of the post-blank ball trajectory would have to be made on the basis of pre-blank visual information that is at least 500 ms old, and thus performance based on a prediction through the blank
period is expected to be degraded relative to natural, online control. It follows that it would be
advantageous to reestablish an online control strategy after the blank if the post-blank duration is
sufficiently long for motor planning and execution on the basis of post-blank visual information. If
this is not possible, subjects may adopt a more predictive mode of control on the basis of pre-blank
visual information. This would be evident if more dramatic paddle movements occur during the
blank, and if the relative distance of the paddle from the ball’s eventual passing location at the end
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of the blank period is lower when the blank occurs later in the trial.
Our third hypothesis is that visual and motor strategies are driven by shared resources. If so,
we predict that predictive movements of gaze and the paddle will covary on a trial-by-trial basis.
Similar signs of visuo-motor coordination were apparent in a real-world interception task involving a carefully calibrated ball launching device [63]. Although the duration of tracking covaried
with interception performance on a trial-by-trial basis, the effects were lost when averaging within
conditions. Although the authors speculated that the influence of visual prediction on the subsequent movement to intercept is contingent upon the spatio-temporal demands of the task, the
experiment was not designed to specifically test this hypothesis. In the present experiment, the
spatio-temporal task demands are modulated by varying the timing of the blank relative to the
ball’s arrival, which is accomplished through manipulation of post-blank duration. Therefore, if
visual and motor strategies involve shared resources, we would expect errors to be coupled at low
values of post-blank duration, when the task places high temporal demands upon the participant,
and elicits a more predictive mode of control for both gaze and the paddle.
It is notable that, because the blank duration is fixed, reductions in post-blank duration will
also have the effect of reducing the ball’s overall time-of-flight, and bring about a straighter (less
curved) ball trajectory. As a result, any conclusions concerning the role of visual prediction would
be confounded by qualitative changes in the ball trajectory. To test the contribution from changes
in the ball’s trajectory to visual prediction, the duration between launch of the ball and the onset
of the blank period, or pre-blank duration, varied between three-values, between trials. These
changes to the pre-blank duration modify the characteristics of the ball’s trajectory independently
of post-blank duration. Combinations of trajectories are presented in Figure 4.8.
In summary, this experiment has been designed to investigate the role of visual prediction in
guiding the subsequent paddle movement in a VR interception task in which the ball is ”blanked”
for 500 ms as it moves in depth. We have put forth the following hypotheses: 1) that subjects
will engage in visual prediction through the blank period, 2) that subjects will engage in predic-
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tive movements of the paddle only when the spatio-temporal demands of the task prevent online
control, 3) that when subjects are engaged in both visual and motor control, their movements will
demonstrate correlated errors between the modalities.

Figure 4.8: A side-view of the trajectories used in the experiment, which were comprised of a
blank period of 500 ms (thick regions), a pre-blank duration of 600, 800, or 1000 ms, and a postblank duration of 300, 400, or 500 ms before the ball’s passage over the X axis upon which the
subject was standing. Thick regions along the trajectories represent the timing of the blank period.
Overlapping blank periods reflect the fact that some trajectories have a common overall time-offlight despite differences in pre-blank duration and TOR, resulting in two-possible times at which
the blank may occur. Although ball trajectories in the experiment could have approached from a
variety of angles, this representation assumes a single approach angle for visual simplicity.

4.2.2

Methods

The ten participants (7 male, 3 female) were between 19-30 years of age and had normal vision
in the absence of visual correction. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the Rochester Institute of Technology.
Experimental Apparatus
Stimuli were delivered by an Intel i7-based PC with an NVIDIA GTX 690 connected to the Oculus Rift DK2 head mounted display at 75 Hz, and an NVIDIA GTX 760 connected to the experimenter’s desktop display. The computer ran Windows 7, and the virtual environment was rendered
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using the Vizard Virtual Reality toolkit by Worldviz. Physics were simulated using the OpenODE
physics engine so that ball trajectories matched those expected within a real-world environment
in the absence of wind resistance (Figure 4.7).Collisions between the ball and the paddle or other
surfaces was also detected using the physics engine. To improve the fidelity of the physical simulation and collision detection, the physics engine was updated 10 times between frames (i.e. 750
Hz).
The Oculus Rift HMD has an approximate field of view of 100 , and an approximate angular
resolution of 10-15 pixels per degree (dependent upon the position of the eye inside the hmd).
Head and paddle position/orientation were sampled and recorded at 75 Hz using a 14 camera
Phasespace X2 motion capture system, with a measured latency between the time a sensed movement would be reflected on the display of less than 30 ms. Eye movements were recorded with
an SMI binocular eye tracker sampled at 75 Hz. A post-hoc correction was applied, as described
in [48], to correct for helmet slippage and other sources of spatial error in the eye tracking signal.
The average eye tracking accuracy after calibration and correction was 0.53 for the central visual
field (F OV < 10 ) and 2.51 in the periphery (10 < F OV < 30 ).
Experimental Design
Participants were instructed to perform the interception task using their dominant hand, and all
participants self-selected to hold the paddle with their right hand. All subjects conformed to the
verbal instructions to catch, and not to hit the ball, using the paddle. Upon collision, the ball would
stick to the virtual paddle for a brief duration before the end of the trial, providing visual feedback
about the accuracy of paddle placement before the ball would disappear, and the next trial would
begin.
The red virtual ball was launched from a plane that was 6 m wide ⇥ 1.5 m high and parallel to

both the virtual room’s X-axis and the vertical axis. The launched ball’s trajectory was calculated
so that, if the ball were not intercepted, it would pass through a location randomly selected from a 1
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m ⇥ 1 m plane near the subject, also parallel to the room’s X-axis and the vertical axis. Trajectories
consisted of a pre-blank duration of flight (600, 800, or 1000 ms), a 500 ms blank duration, and a

post-blank duration of 300, 400, and 500 ms before the time at which the unimpeded ball would
pass the X axis at which the subject was standing. This design produced 9 combinations of pre
and post-blank duration, and 7 possible flight-durations (Figure 4.8). Each subject performed 135
ball catching trials.
Data preparation and analysis
Data preparation and non-statistical analysis of gaze and paddle movement data was conducted
with Python 2.7 and 3.4, with modules Numpy, Pandas for computation, and a mixture of Bokeh
and Plotly for figure generation.
Analysis began by averaging the left/right eye-in-head vectors provided by the SMI eye tracker
to produce a single unit vector that represents the cyclopean gaze direction. The transformation
matrix of the motion-tracked head was applied to the vector to cast its appropriate location in front
of the head in the virtual world. Data was passed through a median filter (length 3). The smoothed
velocity signal was calculated with a third-order Savitsky-Golay filter with a window size of 5.
Catching Error: Catching error was calculated as the distance of the ball from the center of the
paddle at the moment that the ball either collided with the paddle, or the moment that the ball
passed by the vertically oriented plane located at the face of the paddle and orthogonal to the
ball’s trajectory.
The influence of the timing of the blank period on catching behavior: Special steps were
taken during the design phase to facilitate an investigation of whether the timing of the blank period within a particular trajectory affected behavior. This was made possible because both flight
distance and blank duration are constant across all trial types. As a result, the shape of the ball’s
trajectory is determined by overall time-of-flight, which is equal to the sum of the pre-blank dura-
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tion, blank duration, and post-blank duration. The design was such that there were two ”paired”
conditions that were identical in time-of-flight (and thus ball trajectories), but that differed in the
timing of the blank period. These two pairs are both indicated in Figure 4.8 by the third and fifth
lines from the top; for each pair, the partially overlapping bold portions of the trajectory indicate
the two possible timings of the blank period within the otherwise identical trajectories. The first
pair shared an overall time of flight of 1800 ms, and included 1) the condition with a pre-blank
duration of 1000 ms and a post-blank duration of 300 ms, and 2) the condition with a pre-blank
duration of 800 ms, and a post-blank duration of 500 ms. The second pair shared an overall time
of flight of 1600 ms, and included 1) the condition with a pre-blank duration of 800 ms and a
post-blank duration of 300 ms, and 2) the condition with a pre-blank duration of 600 ms, and a
post-blank duration of 500 ms.

Visual prediction error: To measure the accuracy of the subject’s prediction of the ball’s displacement at the time of reappearance, we measured the angular distance between the gaze vector
and the unit vector extending from the eye to the ball (i.e. the eye-to-ball vector) at the last frame
of the blank period.

Pursuit gain: If subjects adopted the strategy of engaging in visual pursuit/tracking of the ball
across the blank period and leading up to an attempted interception, the speed of rotation of the
gaze vector around the cylcopean eye would be well matched to the speed of rotation of the vector
extending from the cyclopean eye to the ball around the cyclopean eye at frame of ball reappearance. Pursuit gain represents the ratio of these two values, where a ratio less than one would
indicate that the gaze vector was rotating more slowly than the ball. The angular velocities of the
gaze-in-world and eye-to-ball vectors were measured by calculating the vector distance between
subsequent samples of the filtered signal, and then dividing the duration per frame, yielding a
measure of velocity in degrees per second.
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Polynomial complexity of the gaze and ball’s trajectory during the blank: Predictive strategies
proposed in the literature span a continuum from those that rely upon complex internal models of
object dynamics, to simplistic heuristic strategies that operate in the absence of stored priors [15].
In the present task, the complexity of the predictive gaze behavior demonstrated during the blank
can provide evidence that may help disambiguate between these strategies for prediction. For
example, if gaze trajectories are linear even in the presence of non-linear ball trajectories, it would
suggest that either a simple heuristic strategy is sufficient to guide behavior given the constraints
of the task. In contrast, a complex, non-linear gaze movement that is well matched to that of the
(invisible) ball would suggest the influence of a learned model of target movement.
To assess the complexity of predictive gaze behavior during the blank, first-order through
fourth-order polynomial models were fit to the trajectory of the gaze vector through spherical
space during the blank. Models were constrained so that the intercept aligned with the azimuth
and elevation of the initial gaze sample at the time that the ball disappeared. To assess whether
increasing the polynomial order was justified, the winning model was selected on the basis of
adjusted R2 , a measure of goodness of fit that avoids over-fitting by incorporating a penalty for
additional model terms. To assess whether the curvature of the gaze vector was well suited to that
of the ball, the same procedure was applied to the ball’s trajectory through head-centered spherical
space, and the polynomial orders of the best fitting models for gaze and the ball were compared
on a trial by trial basis.

Paddle velocity ratio: A measure of relative paddle velocity during and after the blank is used
assess whether subjects guided paddle positioning in an online manner on the basis of post-blank
visual information, or whether the paddle is positioned in a predictive manner, during the blank
period. The mean paddle velocities for the two periods are calculated and then expressed as a ratio.
The post-blank period is defined as the region from when the ball reappeared, until the earlier of
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two events: the moment that the ball either collided with the paddle, or the moment that the ball
passed by the vertically oriented plane located at the face of the paddle and orthogonal to the ball’s
trajectory.

Predictive catching error: The measure of predictive catching error is used to assess the accuracy
of the positioning of the paddle at the moment of ball reappearance relative to the ball’s post-blank
trajectory. Paddle position is sampled at the time of ball reappearance. The ball’s trajectory is then
extrapolated until it collides with the vertical plane that passes through the center of the paddle
and that is orthogonal to the ball’s trajectory. The predictive catching error is the two-dimensional
distance along this plane from from the center of the ball to the center of the paddle, measured in
meters.

Statistics
Univariate ANOVA were conducted using JASP version 0.9.1, and violations of sphericity were
subjected to Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Prior to analysis, normality of the residuals was
assessed through use of the Shapiro-Wilk test, and no violations were found. Significance was
assessed using an alpha-level of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction for family-wise error rates.
Mixed linear models were used to assess the covariation of the continuous variables of predictive catching error (pce) and visual prediction error. The mixed linear model is presented in
equation 4.1:
p
piesi =

0

+

1 vpesi

+

2 presi

+

3 postsi

+

4 vpesi

⇥ postsi + S0s + ✏si

(4.1)

Heteroskedasticity and normality were assessed through visual inspection of the residuals [80],
and these violations were mitigated via box-cox analysis [81] and square-root transformation of the
latent response variable, predictive interception error (pie). Model terms represent the categorical
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fixed effects of pre-blank and post-blank duration (pre and post), the continuous predictor visual
prediction error (vpe), and the interaction of post-blank duration with visual prediction error. All
values varied with item i and subject s. Mixed model analysis was conducted in R Studio version
1.136. The model was implemented using function lmer of the package LME4. Significance tests
for fixed effects were run using the package lmerTest, and the related figures were generated using
the library ggplot.

An identical model was used to evaluate the relationship between predictive catching error
and the pursuit gain (pg), and this model is presented in Equation 4.2. In response to similar signs
of heteroskedasticity, the response variable received the same square-root transformation prior to
model fitting.

p

pcesi =

0

+

1 pgsi

+

2 presi

+

3 postsi

+

4 pgsi

⇥ postsi + S0s + ✏si

(4.2)

The contribution of each fixed effect was evaluated through a comparison between models of
increasing complexity. For example, the first test of the model presented in equation 4.1 involved
a comparison of a model which included only the random effect of subject to a model that also included the fixed effect of visual prediction error. The significance of the fixed effect was evaluated
using a Chi-Squared likelihood ratio test. In addition, we required that, for a model to be accepted
as superior, it must also reduce the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) - a widely accepted metric used to assess whether the increase in model fit is justified by the inclusion of the additional
terms. If the term passed these criterion its effect was considered significant, and the term was
incorporated into the final model.
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Results and Discussion

Interception rates
Interception was more difficult at shorter post-blank durations.

Figure 4.9: A. Interception rate by pre and post-blank duration. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals reflecting within subject variability. B. A comparison of interception rate for the
two pairs of conditions within which the trajectory is constant, but timing of the blank differs (see
also Fig 4.8).
Interception rates are represented in Figure 4.9. Rates were lowest at shorter post-blank durations, when the ball appeared latest. A comparison between ”paired” conditions that were identical in trajectory (as indicated by time-of-flight), but that differed in the timing of the blank period,
reveals that subjects had a more difficult time intercepting the ball when it reappeared later. Figure 4.9B. presents two of these pairs. Within the pair that shared a time-of-flight of 1800 ms, the
condition in which the ball reappeared later (pre: 1000 ms, Post: 300 ms) had an interception rate
near 50%. In contrast, the condition with an earlier blank period (pre: 800 ms, post: 500 ms) had
an interception rate near 80% (t(9.00)=3.43, p<0.004, r=0.75). Within the pair that shared a timeof-flight of 1600 ms, subjects caught approximately 40% of balls with a later blank period (pre:
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800 ms, post: 300 ms) and above 70% for balls with an earlier blank period (pre: 600 ms, post:
500 ms; t(9.00)=2.93, p<0.01, r=0.7). Overall, this suggests that subjects had a more difficult time
intercepting the ball when the blank period occurred closer to its arrival, and thus the ball reappeared closer to the participant’s head (Figure 4.9A). A comparison between identical trajectories
that differ only in the timing of the blank suggested that this effect could not be attributed to the
shape of the trajectory or the ball’s time of flight (Figure 4.9B).

Gaze behavior
Figure 4.10 presents trajectories of the ball and gaze through head-centered spherical space in
which the azumithal plane passed through the subject’s eye and parallel to the ground plane, and
the elevation plane passed through the gaze vector the world’s vertical axis. This figure is meant to
be representative of the ball trajectories and typical subject behavior. During and shortly following
the blank period, gaze is characterized by a combination of smooth pursuit and catch-up saccades.
Visual tracking behavior ends prior to the ball’s arrival, during the ball’s high-velocity movement
through spherical space.

Subjects compensated for the ball’s angular displacement during the blank
Figure 4.11 presents the angular distance between the gaze vector and the ball’s position throughout the last portion of the ball’s trajectory, broken down by the post-blank duration. Regardless
of condition, mean error remained below 4 degrees throughout the blank period. Analysis of the
ball’s displacement (Figure 4.12A) reveals that this error reflects partial compensation for movement of the ball during the blank. The magnitude of angular ball displacement during the blank
period ranged from 10.4-12.6 degrees. Figure 4.12B presents the angular distance between the
gaze vector and the edge of the ball at time of its reappearance (i.e. visual prediction error). This
measure suggests that movement of the gaze vector during the blank resulted in a mean end-point
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Figure 4.10: The trajectory of the ball and gaze vector through head-centered spherical space.
These representative trials are from one subject for each combinations of pre-blank duration of
600 or 1000 ms, and post-blank duration of 300 or 500 ms. The visible portion of the ball’s
trajectory is represented in blue, and the portion of the ball’s trajectory for which it is invisible is
in cyan. Gaze is represented by the red trajectory, and the portion of the gaze trajectory when the
ball is invisible is in pink. Grey lines connect samples of gaze/ball trajectory taken on the same
frame. Trajectories move from left to right and end at the moment the ball either hits the paddle,
or passes by a plane at the paddle’s face.

accuracy of approximately 2.5-4 degrees upon the ball’s reappearance (Figure 4.12B). Neither
main effects of pre-blank duration, post-blank duration, nor the interaction reached statistical significance (pre: F (2,18)=1.17, p=0.33, ⌘p2 =0.12, post: F (2,18)=0.64, p=0.64, ⌘p2 =0.05, Interaction:
F (2.12,19.03)=1.02, p=0.41, ⌘p2 =0.10).
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Figure 4.11: Mean angular distance between the gaze vector and the ball over the course of each
trial type. Trials within each condition are aligned by the start and end of the blank duration, as indicated by vertical dashed lines. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals with betweensubjects error removed.

Pursuit gain dropped below 1 for balls that were moving quickly upon reappearance.
Angular velocity of the ball around the head is presented in Figure 4.13A. This figure shows that,
at lower values of post-blank duration, the ball was moving at higher angular velocities. This
is reasonable when one considers that, even if a ball that is moving at a fixed velocity through
euclidean space, if it reappears later and closer to the subject’s head it will be moving more quickly
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Figure 4.12: A. Angular displacement of the ball as it moved around the subject’s head during the
500 ms blank period for which the ball was invisible. B. Angular distance between the gaze vector
and the ball at the time of ball reappearance. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals with
between-subjects deviation removed.

through head-centered spherical space (measured in degrees azimuth/elevation). Consequently,
and as is shown in Figure 4.13B, subjects had a more difficult time pursuing the ball at lower values
of post-blank duration. In contrast, subjects were generally able to scale pursuit velocity to the
ball’s velocity at higher values of post-blank duration, when the ball reappeared earlier and farther
away from the subject’s head (F (1.25,11.27)=19.86, p<0.001, ⌘p2 =0.69). Following Bonferroni
correction for family-wise error, neither the main effect of pre-blank duration nor the interaction
reached significance (F (2,18)=4.23, p=0.031, ⌘p2 =0.32); F (4,36)=1.35, p=0.24, ⌘p2 =0.15). Posthoc tests revealed differences between 300ms-400ms (p<0.011), 300-500 ms (p<0.003), and 400500 ms (p<0.01).
The curvature of gaze during the blank was tailored to the stimulus.
Polynomial models of fit to the trajectory of the gaze vector during the blank reveal that prediction
was not a simple linear extrapolation of the ball’s movement before the blank. Figure 4.14 presents
an example of two trials in which models varying in their polynomial complexity were fit to the
gaze trajectory. For each trial, the ”winning” model was selected on the basis of adjusted R2 , a
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Figure 4.13: A. Angular velocity of the ball around the head upon reappearance. B. The ratio of
angular velocity of the gaze vector and the eye-to-ball vector upon ball reappearance, or pursuit
gain. Values reflect the average ratio within a 100 ms window centered upon the time of ball reappearance. The horizontal line indicates unity gain. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals,
with between-subject variability removed.

measure of goodness of fit that penalizes for the incorporation of additional terms, and overfitting.
For example, because the fourth order polynomial model presented in the top row of Figure 4.14A
provides a better overall fit to the gaze data, one would expect a higher R2 , however, the adjusted
R2 is slightly lower than the second-order polynomial model.
To assess whether the curvature of the the gaze trajectory was appropriately matched to the
curvature of the ball, the same procedure was subsequently applied to the ball’s trajectory through
spherical space, and trials were binned in a two-dimensional histogram according to the complexity of the polynomial models needed to account for both gaze and ball trajectory (Figure 4.15). For
example, consider that for a trial in which the pre-blank duration was 600 ms, and the post-blank
duration was 300 ms, the trajectory of the ball was best approximated by a first order polynomial
model, and the trajectory of gaze by a fourth order polynomial. This trial would contribute one
count to the top-right bin of the upper left subplot. Brightness reflects the cumulative sum of all
counts within a single bin, normalized within each combination of pre and post blank duration.
The concentration of data points along the second-order bin on the vertical (ball) axis in all
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Figure 4.14: The trajectory of the ball and gaze through spherical space for two representative
trials. Several polynomial fits that vary in complexity are overlaid upon the gaze trajectory. A. A
trial in which gaze was best approximated by a second order polynomial. B. A trial in which gaze
was best approximated by a third order polynomial.

subplots of Figure 4.15 reveals that the ball’s trajectory through spherical space is best fit by a
second-order polynomial in all conditions. Similarly, the curvature of the gaze trajectory is best
explained by a second-order polynomial model in all conditions. Together, this reveals that that
the gaze trajectory during the blank period was non-linear and appropriately complex given the
non-linear trajectory of the ball as it moved through spherical space.
Summary of gaze behavior
Analysis of the stimulus and of gaze behavior as balls moved through head-centered, spherical
space revealed that subjects regularly engaged in visual prediction during the blank period. Prior
to and during the blank period, the subject maintained less than four degrees of distance between
the gaze vector and the vector extending from the eye to the ball. During the blank period, this low-
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Figure 4.15: A 2D histogram which represents the complexity of the polynomial models needed
to model the trajectory of the gaze vector and the ball through spherical space (as in Figure 4.14).
Cell brightness reflects the probability of each bin’s associated polynomial pair, normalized within
each combination of pre and post-blank duration. In addition, numerical insets show the median
and 95% confidence interval of adjusted R2 for a subset of bins.
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error was made possible by accurately accounting for the curvature of the ball’s path on the basis
of pre-blank visual information. Although positional accuracy was maintained across conditions,
pursuit gain dropped from values near to 1 to values near to 0.7 when the ball reappeared later in
the trial, as the result of a later blank period. This likely reflects increased task demands; when the
blank period occurs later in the trial, when the ball is closer to the head, it will undergo a greater
displacement during the blank, and be moving at a greater velocity upon reappearance.
Paddle placement and movement kinematics.
The speed of the paddle relative to its arrival for a subset of conditions is represented in Figure 4.16. Visual inspection of these velocity profiles suggests that the speed of paddle movement
was greater after the blank when the blank occured earlier relative to the ball’s arrival (i.e. at
longer post-blank durations; right column of Figure 4.16). In addition, paddle speed was greatest
during the blank for the condition with the shortest time-of-flight, when the ball disappeared later
in its trajectory (pre=600 ms, post=300ms, top-left in Figure 4.16). These figures indicate that the
subject chose to move the paddle during the blank, possibly on the basis of a prediction formed
from pre-blank visual information.
To investigate whether mid-blank paddle movements were more dramatic at low values of
post-blank duration, when conditions expected to elicit more predictive behavior, we investigated
the average ratio of paddle velocity during the blank and post-blank period (Figure 4.17A). In
all situations except the condition with the shortest time-of-flight (pre: 600ms, post:300ms), the
mean velocity was higher during the post-blank period than during the blank period (i.e. the ratio
was <1). Although the main effect of pre-blank duration was not significant (F (1.3,11.7)=4.10,
p<0.058, ⌘p2 =0.728), the main effect of post-blank duration was significant, (F (2,18)=24.115,
p<0.001, ⌘p2 =0.728), as was the interaction of pre and post-blank duration (F (1.8,16.5)=8.59,
p=0.003, ⌘p2 =0.488). Post-hoc tests reveal that the value of pre-blank duration of 600ms and
a post of 300ms was significantly different than all other data points (p<0.001 for all, except
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Figure 4.16: Paddle velocity relative to the ball’s original time-to-contact. Vertical dashed lines
indicate the onset/offset of the blank period. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals
with between-subjects error removed.

(p<0.015 pre/post of 800ms/300ms, assessed using Tukey’s HSD). This effect suggests that, when
subjects foresaw that a late blank period would leave little time for post-blank adjustments to
paddle position, they initiated more dramatic movements of the paddle during the blank period.
Figure 4.17B presents the distance of the paddle, sampled at the time of the ball reappearance, from the ball’s eventual passing location. Neither main effects nor their interaction were
significant following Bonferroni correction( Pre: (F (1.27,11.38)=5.329, p=0.034, ⌘p2 =0.372, Post:
F (2,18)=4.41, p=0.028, ⌘p2 =0.329, F (4,36)=1.151, p=0.348, ⌘p2 =0.113). This suggests that the
parameters of the ball’s trajectory did not affect the overall accuracy of the paddle’s positioning at
the time of ball reappearance.
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Figure 4.17: Measures of paddle positioning and movement timing indicate the relative role of
predictive movements, and predictive placement of the paddle A. The trial-by-trial ratio of mean
paddle velocity during the blank to the post-blank velocity. Values greater than one represent a
higher mean paddle velocity during the blank period. B. Predictive interception error represents
the distance from the paddle, sampled at the time of ball reappearance, to the ball’s calculated
passing point. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals, with between-subject variability
removed.

Summary of paddle placement and kinematics.

Analysis of paddle velocity during the blank and post-blank portions of the trial indicate that
participants generally moved the paddle more quickly after ball reappearance than during the
blank. The only time in which subjects moved the paddle more quickly during the blank was
when the blank period occurred later in the trajectory (a pre-blank of 1000 ms, and a post-blank
of 300 ms). Analysis of paddle positioning at the time of ball reappearance did not reveal an
effect of post-blank duration on predictive paddle placement. Thus, analyses provide only weak
support for the second hypothesis, that subjects will engage in more accurate prediction when the
spatio-temporal demands of the task prevent online control.
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Model 1
(Intercept)
visual prediction error (vpe)
400 ms post
500 ms post
800 ms pre
1000 ms pre
vpe:400 ms post
vpe:500 ms post
pursuit gain (pg)
pg: 400 ms post
pg: 500 ms post
Log Likelihood
Num. obs.
Num. groups: subject
Var: subject (Intercept)
Var: Residual

0.46
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.02

696.11
1260
10
0.00
0.02

Model 2
std. Error
(0.02)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.00)
(0.00)

0.62

std. Error
(0.02)

0.10
0.19
0.04
0.05

(0.02)
(0.03)
(0.01)
(0.01)

0.13
0.07
0.11
636.74
1260
10
0.00
0.02

(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)

Table 4.1: Effect of fixed and random effects for two models that included a random effect of
subject, and fixed effects of pre-blank duration, post-blank duration, and the interaction of postblank duration. In addition, Model 1 included the continuous predictor of visual prediction error
(vpe), and model 2 pursuit gain (pg).
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Predictive movements of gaze and the paddle covary.
A linear mixed model was used to investigate hypothesis 3: that when subjects are engaged in both
visual and motor control, they will demonstrate correlated errors between the predictive placement
of the eyes and paddle on a trial-by-trial basis. If so, this would be indicative of shared resources,
such as a shared predictive representation. Model fits are overlaid upon the data in Figure 4.18,
and model parameters are presented in Table 4.1.
Comparison of nested linear models fit to predictive interception error revealed a main effect
of visual prediction error, (
(

2 (1.00)

= 570.69, p< 0.001, dAIC = -58.49), post-blank duration

2 (2.00) = 650.07, p< 0.001, dAIC = -154.75), pre-blank duration, ( 2 (2.00) = 680.92, p< 0.001,

dAIC = -57.71), and the interaction of post-blank duration with visual prediction error (

2 (2.00)

= 696.11, p< 0.001, dAIC = -26.36). As such, all terms were included in the final model.
Although the quality of the model fit may vary by subject and condition, the trends indicated
by model slopes are greatest at the post-blank level of 300 ms. In contrast, model slopes at 500
ms (right-most panels) indicate a weaker relationship between visual and motor prediction errors. These results support the hypothesis that visual-motor coordination is greatest when the ball
reappears later in the ball’s trajectory (at a post-blank duration of 300 ms).
A similar linear mixed model was used to investigate for a relationship between visual pursuit
gain and predictive interception error, where both measures were sampled at the time of ball reappearance. Comparison of nested linear models revealed a main effect of pursuit gain (
= 570.69, p< 0.001, dAIC = -58.49), post-blank duration (
-86.05), pre-blank duration, (

2 (2.00)

2 (2.00)

2 (1.00)

= 615.72, p< 0.001, dAIC =

= 629.34, p< 0.001, dAIC = -23.24), and the interaction of

post-blank duration with pursuit gain (

2 (3.00)

= 705.25, p< 0.001, dAIC = -145.83). As such,

all terms were included in the final model. Model fits are presented in Figure 4.19. Slopes were
negative, indicating a drop in pursuit gain was accompanied by an increase in predictive interception error (Table 4.1). The higher gain values reflect lower ball speeds at ball reappearance and an
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Figure 4.18: Each subplot presents the relationship between visual prediction error (abscissa), and
predictive interception error (ordinate) by post-blank duration (column) for each subject (row).
Each point represents a single trial. Colors represent pre-blank duration, and solid lines present
the fit from the model presented in Equation4.1 for the range of actual values of visual prediction
error.

increase in pursuit speed towards the end of the blank period.

4.2.4

Summary of hypotheses and results

Interception rates suggest that the task is most difficult at low values of post-blank duration, and
that this effect cannot be attributed to the shape of the trajectory. An inspection of gaze behavior
offers a possible explanation.
Consistent with hypothesis 1, subjects moved gaze in prediction of the ball’s trajectory across
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Figure 4.19: Each subplot presents the relationship between pursuit gain (abscissa), and interception error (ordinate) by post-blank duration (column) for each subject (row). Each point represents
a single trial. Colors represent pre-blank duration, and solid lines present the fit from the model
presented in Equation4.2 for the range of actual values of interception error.

the blank, in all conditions. The trajectory of gaze during the blank was curvilinear, appropriately
scaled to the curvature of the ball as it moved around the head, and brought the gaze vector within
4 degrees of the ball upon reappearance, despite 10-13 degrees of ball movement. When the blank
period occurred later in the trial, the ball would undergo greater displacement during the blank,
and would be moving at a greater velocity upon reappearance. This resulted in a drop in pursuit
gain that may explain the subject’s difficulties in intercepting the ball.
Analysis of paddle kinematics revealed weak evidence for the second hypothesis, that subjects
would switch to a more predictive mode of control at shorter values of post-blank duration, when
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there was little time to resume online control after ball reappearance. This conclusion is based
upon the findings that mid-blank adjustments to the paddle were greatest in magnitude when the
blank occurred later in the trial.
The results supported hypothesis 3, that when participants were engaged in predictive control
strategies for both gaze and the paddle (i.e. when post-blank duration was 300 ms), the two modalities would demonstrate correlated errors. Indeed, linear models reveal that visual prediction error
and pursuit gain both covary with predictive interception error. This is indicative, but not conclusive evidence, for shared mechanisms behind the predictive control strategies guiding movements
of gaze and the paddle.

4.2.5

General Conclusion & Discussion

This study provides valuable new insights into the role of prediction in naturalistic control of
gaze and hand movements, and builds upon a growing body of literature suggesting that, although
predictive control strategies may not be readily apparent in the analysis of navigation or effector
placement [15], predictive mechanisms are fundamentally involved in the control of eye movements in visually guided action in natural or naturalistic contexts [59, 61, 62, 82, 83]. What is
less clear, however, is how predictive gaze control is related to predictive control strategies for
controlling the effector (e.g. the paddle). The present task was designed specifically to elicit
prediction across both gaze and the effector, and as a result it provides new evidence concerning
the relationship between the two modalities. Unsurprisingly, we found that gaze was consistently
controlled in prediction of the ball’s curvilinear trajectory through space while it was ”blanked”
for a brief duration leading up to an interception. Although predictive placement of the paddle
was not mediated by the timing of the blank duration within the ball’s trajectory, predictive control of paddle placement was apparent in the analysis of trial-by-trial covariations between the
positioning of the gaze vector and the paddle: when the gaze vector accurately predicted the ball’s
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location at reappearance, the paddle was also held closer to the ball’s eventual passing location.
Because co-variation of gaze and paddle placement was present at the time of ball reappearance, it
cannot be explained by the availability of post-blank visual information. Because this trial-by-trial
co-variation was present within a single condition, its presence cannot be explained by changes in
the timing of the blank. Together, these findings reveal that predictive strategies for paddle placement were more strongly mediated by the accuracy of gaze behavior than the range of variations
in ball’s trajectory adopted in this experiment.
What does the observed coupling between the predictive control of gaze and paddle position
tell us about their underlying relationship? Because co-variation between gaze and paddle positioning was found when both modalities were sampled simultaneously, at the time of ball reappearance, it is not possible that the accurate visual prediction provided better (post-blank) visual
information that causally led to better paddle placement. The alternative explanation is that the
covariation is the result of a common cause, however the present data cannot distinguish between
the possibility that the observed covariation reflects a shared upstream neural mechanism, or two
largely independent mechanisms that rely upon common sources of visual information.
The data reveal that the strength of predictive covariation between the two modalities is mediated by the spatio-temporal demands of the task. This seems to suggest a transition from online
to predictive modes of control that is mediated by post-blank duration, and thus presumably by
the motor noise inherent in last-minute adjustments to paddle position. The reliability-mediated
switching between online and predictive control strategies has also been demonstrated experimentally by coupling target disappearance to the initiation of movement in a 2D disc interception task
[78] or in an interception task with real balls [77]. In both contexts, subjects had the choice to
make a slow controlled movement to the predicted location of the invisible target, or to initiate
movement late in the ball’s trajectory, with increased motor noise. Subjects demonstrated a preference for a ballistic visually guided movement that maximized the duration of the visible portion
of the ball’s flight, and minimized the role of prediction. Thus, predictive strategies appear to be
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adopted only when online control is prevented or degraded by experimental conditions. A similar
proposal has been made by Belousov et al. [84], who modelled transitions between predictive and
online control strategies when controlling a run to intercept a target, parameterized on the basis of
observation noise, reaction time, and task duration.
The finding that interception rate is heavily influenced by the timing of the blank period contradicts a recent study by López-Moliner, which suggests no effect of the timing of an occlusion
upon catching performance [85]. Gaze behavior was not measured. The difference can likely be
attributed to differences in the types of trajectories used. In the study by López-Moliner, trajectories were thrown gently by the experimenter from a distance of about 75 cm to the approximately
location of the catcher’s hand, and the visual scene was entirely occluded for 250 ms of the ball’s
flight. In contrast, the trajectories experienced in our study spanned 20 m, balls were in the air for
approximately 1.7 seconds, and passing location was randomized within a 1m x 1m plane. These
differences suggest our task may have made it more difficult for subjects to predict the ball’s final arrival location and, as a result, exaggerated the impact of the timing of the blank window
upon interception performance. Because balls in our experiment were not thrown, subjects did not
benefit from advanced visual information present in the movement of the thrower. Alternatively,
differences in trajectory may have affected the visual information upon which subjects relied to
predict the ball’s future trajectory [86].
It is interesting to note that visual prediction may be more evident in data from subjects who
had a more difficult time with the task. The role of individual differences is consistent in studies
on visually guided behavior, and may provide a potential explanation for athletic expertise [87].
In fact, differences in eye movements have been found between individuals that vary in levels
of expertise in multiple ball sports, including a simple interception task [63], cricket [59, 62],
baseball [88], juggling [89, 90], table tennis [91], and tennis [92, 93]. Fooken et al. [73] found
that the experience level of baseball players predicted skill level in a 2D target interception task
in which subjects pointing at discs that disappeared while moving across the fronto-parallel plane.
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Although the present study was not designed to address the factors contributing to the individual
differences in gaze behavior and prediction, it is an area that may be addressed in the future.
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Study3: An LSTM-RNN Model for Prediction

In the previous study, we showed subjects use prediction when the visual information of the ball
is removed and the predictive strategies are apparent both in eye and hand movements. However,
the mechanism of prediction and how predictive behavior is generated is a topic of debate. One
solution for predictive control is to implement a full-blooded model of the kinematics and dynamics of a ball-in-flight and let the model use the last visual information to predict during the blank
period. However, in many contexts, such as target interception and visual locomotion, emerging
evidence disputes the necessity and also sufficiency of an internal model of the world [15, 61, 94].
In the following study, we present a parsimonious model of predictive ocular-motor behavior that
uses the current and previous visual and proprioceptive information in order to guide the action
in the future. This model allows us to investigate the effect of past information integration on the
accuracy of prediction.

4.3.1

Statement of the Problem

In the 1960’s, J.J. Gibson put forth his foundational set of theories concerning ecological perception and visually guided action [9]. Gibson theorized that the transformation from vision into
action could be modeled as a closed-loop coupling between the parameters relevant to actions and
the optical variables that forecast a task-relevant future world state. For example, when attempting to catch a ball in flight, one can couple the time of hand closure to the ball’s time to contact,
which is instantaneously specified throughout the ball’s approach by optical variables such as optical ⌧ [95–97], equal to the ratio of the ball’s instantaneous optical angle over its rate of angular
expansion. Although the existence of ⌧ was originally thought to underly the perception of timeto-contact across a limited range of tasks and conditions, it has since been recognized that multiple,
redundant optical variables are able to provide perceptual estimates of time-to-contact, but these
sources vary in their reliability across task contexts [86, 98, 99]. The principles that determine the
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Figure 4.20: We developed a recurrent neural network model that reproduces human movements
made in a virtual-reality ball catching task in which subjects must intercept a virtual ball that
disappears for 500ms during flight. The model integrates visual and non-visual sources of information before a blank onset from time t I through time t, and uses this information to reproduce
the subject behavior observed at time t + t. Multiple competing models were fit to the data for
the purpose of exploring the minimum duration of pre-blank visual information (I) necessary to
accurately reproduce behavior.

relative weightings placed by the perceptual system upon redundant optical variables that indicate
a common task-related parameter remains a central question in the study of visually guided action. In this paper, we describe our modeling effort (as shown in Figure 4.20) to elucidate these
principles.
Recently, it was demonstrated that the relative weightings placed upon these redundant optical
variables by the perceptual system may be partially understood through the framework of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which is able to account for shifts in weighting upon variables
within the course of a single action [100]. The authors found that reliable sources of optical information available early in the trial may influence behavior later in the trial if other reliable sources
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do not present themselves. A notable advantage of the MLE framework is that perceptual estimates of the task-relevant parameter (e.g., time-to-contact) may be formed through the integration
of information over extended periods of time, even if they are temporally distant from the time of
motor output. Thus, the model is able to capture the well-known empirical observation that, in the
presence of reliable sources of information, behavior is best characterized by an online coupling
with negligible latencies [15], as well as the finding that humans are capable of accurate shortterm predictions on the basis of previously observed visual information on the order of hundreds
of milliseconds [61, 101]. Furthermore, there are evidence of predictive strategies aligned with
ecological theory in other domains such as subjects tapping in synchrony with a metronome [102]
or walking in groups [103] without the need to use and internal model. However, little is known
about the parameters of temporal integration, whether there exist limits to the duration over which
information may be integrated, or whether there are short-term limits to the temporal distance
between the integration of information and its motor output.
This study aims to further characterize the temporal characteristics of information integration
using a Virtual Reality (VR) system. A head mounted display equipped with a binocular eye
tracker and motion-capture systems are used to record the gaze and movement behavior of participants placed in a virtual reality catching simulator in which visual information of the ball-in-flight
is unavailable for 500 ms of its parabolic trajectory (the blank period, see Figure 4.20). To investigate the temporal limits over which visual and non-visual (e.g., kinesthetic) sources of information
influence the motor output, we then train multiple models, each consisting of multiple recurrent
neural networks (RNNs), to reproduce the gaze positions and hand movements observed during
catching. Models vary in the duration of pre-blank visual information used to predict behavior
during the blank (i.e. the integration duration), and subnetworks within a model vary in the temporal distance between the integration window and the motor output (i.e. prediction distance). The
behavior of three representative models is shown in Figure 4.20. These models have integration
durations of I = {200, 400, 600} and they all predict the motor output at a particular time t +

t.
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Figure 4.21: During data collection, subjects were immersed in a virtual ball catching task seen
through an Oculus Rift DK2 with an integrated eye tracker. Movement was tracked using motion
capture markers affixed to the head mounted display (HMD) and paddle. The scene inside the
HMD is shown in the inset. The paddle was represented as a red disc, and gaze direction by
yellow/orange vectors. These vectors were not visible to the observer at the time of data collection.

4.3.2

LSTM-RNN Model of Predictive Behavior

A single model of prediction across the blank duration consists of a group of long short-term
memory (LSTM) subnetworks [104–108]. An LSTM-RNN is preferable to a simple RNN due to
its robustness to exploding/vanishing gradient problems [105, 106]. A single model is presented
in Figure 4.22 in which each row represents an individual subnetwork. The input to each subnetwork is a sequence of visual and non-visual sources of information observed within an integration
window with an integration duration I. The right side of the integration window is always aligned
with the last frame prior to the blanking of the ball at time t. This means that the integration
window spans from time t

I through time t. The integration duration I is constant across sub-

networks belonging to a single model. The output of each subnetwork in the model is a discrete
mapping from time t to time t +

t, and the prediction distance

t varies across subnetworks
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Figure 4.22: The left panel presents a single model consisting of collection of long short-term
memory recurrent neural subnetworks, each of which is responsible for predicting the motor output
at a single time step during the blank. The right panel presents the input & output feature vectors,
along with their units.

in the model. Prediction across the blank period is facilitated by monotonically increasing

t by

frame-increments (13.3 ms) up to a duration equal to the blank period (500 ms).

4.3.3

Sub-network Inputs and Outputs

The input into each subnetwork consists of a 16-dimensional input feature vectors: the first 8
dimensions corresponding to the action/motor variables, and the remaining 8 dimensions corresponding to optical variables related to the ball movement (see Figure 4.22). Sources of information are directly calculated from the dataset geometry. The 16 element input feature vector
corresponds to sources of visual information that are readily available from the stereoscopic imagery, and kinaesthetic information about the current state of the body (e.g. from proprioceptive
systems, vestibular systems, and efference copy). Optical variables include ball angular position
(degrees azimuth and elevation), velocity (degrees per second), ball depth from the head (meters),
ball angular size (degrees), and the ball’s angular rate of expansion (degrees/second). Information
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from kinesthesis include paddle position (meters along X, Y, and Z), paddle rotation (Euler angles roll,pitch, and yaw) and angular gaze direction (degrees azimuth and elevation). All features
were defined in the head-centered, egocentric coordinate system, with the up-vector aligned with
gravity, and the horizontal vector parallel with the ground plane. To normalize the feature vectors,
we subtracted the mean and divided each feature by its standard deviation, where the mean and
standard deviation were computed using the entire training set. The model output is the predicted
8-dimensional action/motor state for each of the next

t time steps, consisting of only position

and orientation information.

4.3.4

Architecture, Training and Evaluation

Each of the LSTM subnetworks in the model has 1 hidden layer of 25 LSTM cells. In preliminary
experiments, we did not observe improvements using additional cells. The hidden layer of each
LSTM projects to a fully connected layer with 8 units that predict a future motor/action state. Because training was meant to account for predictive behavior, and not online control, we restricted
training to periods in which the motor output occurred during the blank. Each model has 37 rows
of subnetworks, hence each subnetwork is responsible for predicting the motor/action state at time
t, where values range from 13.33 ms to 493.33 ms into the future, with a resolution of 13.33 ms.
We split the dataset into train (68%), validation (12%), and test (20%) partitions. The model
was trained on all 135 trials of all 10 subjects. The models were optimized using the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and the settings recommended in [109], e.g., batch size
of 128 and 2000 epochs. Early stopping based on validation loss was also used with patience
parameter set to 100. The dataset is formatted into Pandas data frame and is available as an online
repository.
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4.3.5

Training and Testing Results of the Models

Subjects on average caught the ball on 67% of trials (SD: 14%). During the blank period, the
invisible ball moved between 10.3 degrees (pre-blank: 600, post-blank: 500 ms), and 12.6 degrees
(pre-blank: 1000ms, post-blank: 300 ms) through the subject’s visual field. During the blank, subjects tracked the ball through coordinated movements of the eyes and head. The ratio of angular
displacement of gaze over that of the ball reveals that subjects accounted for 0.95 of the ball’s displacement across all conditions (SD=0.11; t(9)=-1.43, p=0.187). Upon reappearance, the ball was
moving approximately 34.1 degrees per second (SD: 4.3), and the gaze vector was well matched
to the ball’s angular velocity, as indicated by a pursuit gain (ratio of angular velocity of the ball
over gaze) of 0.94 (SD: 0.11; t(9)=-1.14, p=0.28). There were also variations with the timing of
the blank e.g., with variation of the pre-blank duration and post-blank duration.

4.3.6

Model performance

Figure 4.23 presents the mean-squared error (MSE) for four models (I = {27, 53, 200, and 600}
ms) when predicting gaze and motor behavior throughout the blank period. For reference, we also

indicate the results of the linear regression between information prior to the blank period and the
motor output. For all models, both MSE and variability increased with prediction distance. The
four LSTM models outperformed the linear regression by a magnitude that grows with prediction
distance. The observation that there is no added benefit to increasing the integration duration
beyond 27 ms suggests that 27 ms of visual information prior the blank is sufficient to account for
the predictive movements observed during the blank.
Figure 4.24 shows the root mean squared error for the model with I=27ms as a predictor of
gaze position (Figure 4.24 top) and paddle position (Figure 4.24 bottom). In addition, dotted lines
represent the the standard deviation of subject data around the grand mean, which is an estimate
of the amount of unaccounted variance one would expect from a model that simply estimates the
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Figure 4.23: The performance of four models differing by integration duration (I = {27, 53, 200,
and 600} ms) as predictors of motor output throughout the 500ms blank period. For comparison,
we also include a linear regression based upon the sensory evidence available before the blank.

mean value at each frame of the blank period. The observation that model RMSE is lower than this
estimate is evidence that the model is able to account for trial-by-trial variations in ball trajectory
on the basis of visual and kinesthetic input features.

4.3.7

Visual prediction, or a simple motor-to-motor mapping?

Although LSTM-based models of visual prediction outperformed linear regression as a predictor
of gaze and motor behavior throughout the blank period, measurements of error alone cannot rule
out the possibility that the model was performing a simple extrapolation of motor variables, while
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Figure 4.24: Root-mean squared error (RMSE) for the azimuth and elevation of the gaze vector
in head-centered polar coordinates (top panel), and paddle position relative to the head in metric
coordinates (bottom panel) for the model with I = 27ms. Dotted lines represent the standard
deviation of the subject’s gaze vector from the mean. These values provide an estimate of the
RMSE expected for a model with an output equal to the per-frame mean gaze direction, and that
does not account for trial-by-trial variations in the ball’s trajectory.
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disregarding the visual input state of the environment. To investigate, we ran a series of iterative
tests in which individual input features were systematically removed from the subnetworks, and
monitored the performance of subnetworks responsible for output at different stages of the blank
period. The models/subnetwork training regime was not altered between tests, and included the
full range of inputs. The assumption is that the ablation of an important input feature following training would result in an increase in mean reproduction error proportional to the feature’s
influence on the model’s ability to reproduce the observed motor outputs. The results of these
iterative ablation studies are presented in Figure 4.25 for two models I = {27, 600}ms, and for
three prediction distances ( t = {13, 267, 467}ms). To account for differences in units, the error
values indicated by cell brightness were max-normalized across the output features represented by
columns.
By comparing between rows within a single panel in Figure 4.25, one can visually compare
the relative contribution of visual features (e.g. ball position, velocity, angular size, and looming)
and features related to the subnetwork’s motor output (e.g. gaze position, paddle position, paddle
rotation) to movement reproduction. For example, in the bottom-left panel (I = 600 ms,

t=

13ms), it is clear that the subnetwork relied heavily upon visual sources of information concerning
the state of the ball for the accurate reproduction of the observed motor outputs. Removing ball
visual features caused on average 31% more error compared to gaze&paddle position/rotation.
This suggests that, when integration time is long, visual information concerning the ball’s trajectory is the best indicator of the motor behavior observed over short distances. There is a similar
result when I=27, with the exception that the ablation of motor variables (the upper half of rows in
Figure 4.25) degraded the reproduction of gaze elevation (column #1). The results of this ablation
study suggest that, despite the lack of a benefit of increased integration time to overall RMSE, this
may result in an increased robustness following the loss of an expected input feature.
Comparison across different prediction distances (between left, middle and right figures in
Figure 4.23) suggests that, when predicting further in time, one must rely upon a combination of
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input features related to the visual and motor state. This is true regardless of integration time,
although values suggest a slight bias (less than 8%) towards motor variables when integration time
is low (in the top middle and top right panels of Figure 4.25).

4.3.8

Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we trained a series of competing models to reproduce the gaze and motor behavior
made by subjects performing a catching task in which the virtual ball was transiently blanked for a
portion of its flight. Under the constraints imposed by the task, only 27 ms of visual and kinesthetic
information prior to the occlusion was necessary to accurately reproduce up to 500 ms of behavior
following the removal of sensory feedback (Figure 4.23). Despite the low integration time of
27 ms, our models were able to predict gaze position within 3 of accuracy almost 500 ms after
the ball’s disappearance. This value is far below that expected by a model that simply estimates
the time-varying mean, suggesting that the model was able to account for trial-by-trial behavior
variations in response to changes in ball trajectory. Similarly, the model was able to reproduce
hand position within 8.5 cm of error, 500 ms after the ball’s disappearance (Figure 4.24). Although
overall model performance did not vary with changes in integration duration, we found that the
models ability to reproduce temporally distant behavior (i.e. at higher values of

t) required

input from both visual information and kinesthetic sources of information. The results of this task
provide further insight into the temporal dynamics between sensory information and the motor
output over the course of a single action.
The low-error observed for our model at prediction distances near to 500 ms provides evidence
against the argument that accurate prediction requires internal models of physical dynamics (e.g.
of Newton’s law) for the continuous extrapolation of the ball’s trajectory following occlusion
[101]. Instead, our models learned temporally discrete mappings between evidence integrated
from time t I through I, and a motor output at temporally discrete time in the future (time t+ t).
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Figure 4.25: To test the relative contribution of input features to the accurate reproduction of the
observed motor output, features were iteratively removed following training. Here, we present
the resulting mean error in covariance following iterative input feature ablation for two values of
I = {27, 600}ms and three values of t = {13, 267, 467}ms. Rows indicate which feature
was removed, columns correspond to the output feature, and brightness indicates the magnitude
of error in covariance as a result of feature ablation.
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The prediction distance at 500 ms in duration was roughly half what would be expected by a model
that simply predicts the mean motor state (Figure 4.24), suggesting that such a simple mapping
could be sufficient if one presupposes the availability of the information sources included in the
model inputs. Moreover, it is notable that all variables were specified within a head-centered, egocentric reference frame, and did not presuppose reconstruction of the visual surroundings within
a Euclidean frame of reference. Finally, by systematically exploring the error introduced by the
ablation of input features in serial, we provided evidence against the possibility that the model was
simply learning temporal correlations between subsequent motor states in the absence of visual
input concerning ball position. Thus, the model serves as a proof-of-concept for the possibility
that visual-motor prediction is a temporally discrete mapping between previously observed world
states and a temporally distant motor output.
It is notable that the biological organism is subject to additional constraints not considered in
the current architecture. Most notably, the model in no-way accounts for the influence of perceptual processing, or the perceptual sensitivities of the human visual system that further influence
the reliability of information sources over time [110]. Similarly, the model does not account for
short-term decay in visual working memory [111]. Finally, due to limitations in the LSTM-RNN
framework preventing the use of dynamically sized integration durations within a single model,
our model was unable to account for its own output motor states between the time of ball blanking
(time t) and the current motor output (time t +

t). Although our approach does demonstrate

that 27 ms of sensory information is sufficient to explain predictive subject behavior, the human
visual system must undoubtedly integrate across longer durations to overcome these biological
constraints. The influence of these constraints might be explored in future work, for example,
through systematic degradation of the visual input to reflect the constraints imposed by early visual processing.
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Study4: Prediction Explained by Inverse RL

In previous study we proposed a predictive model for ocular-motor performance during the time
that the visual information is not available for our sensory system. Prediction is often treated as a
separate mechanism that stands in for online control strategies only when necessary. In this study
we investigate the transition from on-line to predictive strategies by manipulating time constraint
and information reliability during a VR ball catching experiment. Here we propose characterization of human visual-motor strategies as a spectrum of behavior rather than two distinct notions.
In this study we investigate the transition from on-line to predictive strategies in a VR ball catching experiment by manipulating ball speed, and the timing of a mid-flight occlusion of the ball
in flight. Here we propose characterization of human visual-motor strategies as a spectrum of
behavior rather than two distinct control strategies.

4.4.1

Statement of the Problem

Intercepting a ball in flight requires precise timing and accurate motor planning. Our sensoryprocessing system perceives relevant visual information and produces appropriate commands to
drive our muscles for movement of the hand. Interception, and many other visually guided actions
can be characterized as a closed loop coupling between a movement parameter and task-relevant
sources of visual information referred to as on-line control [15, 24, 59, 62, 94]. More specifically,
the feedback control loop receives visual information, produces the action, then uses the error
signal to make corrections for the next time step [15, 21, 94]. As an example, one can visually
track a moving target across the field of view by minimizing the angular distance of the position
of the target upon the retina relative to the fovea [16].
However, there are several conditions in which visual-motor strategies based entirely on online control fail to explain the behavior. First, when there is a temporary loss of visual information,
and second, when the delays in visual processing and transmitting the motor command prevent
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Figure 4.26: Top-down view demonstration of different portions of a parabolic ball trajectory.
During the first portion the estimates of TTC and POC relies mostly on azimuthal/elevation angle
however during the late phase this estimate is mostly derived by target size and its expansion
rate. Early occlusion forces the subjects to predict for information integration and late occlusion
elicits predictive hand movement for interception. The yellow and orange horizontal lines are left
and subject’s right gaze vectors shown on experimenter monitor in order to check the eye tracker
accuracy during calibration and throughout the experiment (not shown on HMD)
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successful task execution [15, 94]. Therefore, humans switch to a predictive strategy when it’s
dictated by the quality of visual information or the temporal demands of the task [94]. Although
the particular mechanism for prediction remains a topic of debate, it is clear that when visual information is removed, humans will orient behavior around a prediction of the world state a short
time into the future. Zhao et al. [15] has categorized two classes of theory. Model-based predictive strategies rely upon an internal model of the movement dynamics, such as Newton’s laws, to
predict the future state, and this prediction is updated as the action unfolds. In contrast, off-line predictive strategies rely upon recent visual information about the ball trajectory to guide anticipatory
action in the distant future. This predictive mechanism doesn’t require an explicit representation
of kinematics, rather it is based on a short-lived mapping between recent information and a future
action.
Subjects may switch strategies even within a single task. For example, studies using eye
tracking report that subjects commonly make predictive eye movements to the future position of
a moving target [59, 61–63, 72], such as a ball right before it bounces [61], or when a moving
target disappears mid-way through its parabolic trajectory [112][+cite our JOV]. This switch may
be motivated by variation in the quality of visual information during task execution as differences
in initial conditions affect the quality of visual information and temporal demands. For example,
when estimating time-to-contact of a ball in flight, early estimates are less accurate than the later
estimates that are based upon the final portion of the ball’s trajectory [100, 113]. In contrast, when
a ball is thrown from a shorter distance, the visual information about the last 200 ms of the ball
trajectory has no effect on catching performance [85].
This study has been designed to investigate how the quality of information and the spatial
and temporal demands of the task affect a transition from an on-line to predictive control strategy.
Subjects were immersed in a virtual reality (VR) simulator and instructed to intercept a virtual ball
using a paddle represented as a disc in the VR environment. To investigate the role of early vs late
visual information on subjects’ eye and hand movement strategies, an occluder was systematically
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positioned to mask either the early or late portion of the 3D parabolic ball trajectory. In addition,
to vary the temporal constraints of the task, balls approaches were consistent with either a shorter
or longer time-of flight, yielding either a fast or slow velocity (see Figure 4.26).
We hypothesize that, in the late occlusion condition, subjects will adopt a predictive control
strategy for placement of the paddle. This hypothesis is based upon the assumption that, because
the late occlusion removes visual information from the final portion of the trajectory, subjects
will not be incentivized to visually track the ball through the occlusion, for the reason that postocclusion visual information is no longer used in guiding the final stages of the interception. As
a result, participants will be forced to pre-program a paddle movement before the occlusion, on
the basis of a predicted ball trajectory during the occlusion. In contrast, on the early occlusion
trials, participants might adopt a strategy that prepares them for a return to on-line control after the
occlusion duration. This hypothesis is motivated, in part, by studies showing predictive movement
of the gaze to the future position of the ball after the bounce [61]. We predict that, in this task,
a similar strategy would involve initiating predictive eye movements during the occlusion to the
predicted location where the ball will reappear after occlusion. Finally, we hypothesize that this
transition to a predictive control strategy should be most apparent in the fast ball condition, when
there is less time for adjustment of gaze and hand positions during the trial.

4.4.2

Capturing Transitions Between Predictive and On-line Control Strategies

Although the on-line and predictive strategies are often characterized as two separate modes of
control, it is more likely that control of action falls along a spectrum of behavior from fully online closed loop to off-line predictive strategies. To capture all possibilities along this spectrum,
we use inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) framework to recover subjects’ reward modules for
different conditions. A reinforcement learner agent interacts with the environment by taking an
action a 2 A i.e. moving the gaze or the hand. Based on this interaction it observes its own state
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s 2 S and a reward (reinforcement) signal R provided by the environment [53, 54]. By repeating
this so called exploration-exploitation loop, the agent gradually learns what is called an optimum

policy ⇡ ? . The learned optimum policy through experiencing a large combination of states and
actions guarantees the maximum long-term reward for the agent. The quality of a state-action pair
is often represented as a tuple Q(s, a) to be maximized during training.

Inverse Reinforcement Learning Framework
The reward function of an RL agent provides a succinct definition of the agents strategy. However,
in many practical circumstances, as when modeling human behavior, the rewarding mechanism is
unknown thus creating a realistic model through forward RL framework is not feasible [76, 114–
116]. Under certain conditions, assuming to have access to “expert” state-action pairs, inverse
RL guarantees recovering the underlying reward function [55, 117, 118]. Here we use the linear
programming implementation of IRL to recover the underlying reward values that best capture
recorded gaze and hand movements demonstrated by subjects in the virtual reality interception
task [118]. This algorithm is summarized into an optimization problem, where the heuristic in
Eq.4.1 will pick the reward function from the solution set that maximizes the difference between
the Qvalues of policy action and the second best action in all state space [55, 118]. We assume
two reward modules for characterizing eye movements and a single reward module for driving
hand movements. The actions associated with the gaze and hand movements are the same for each
module [55, 76, 118].
P
maximize : s2S (Q⇡ (s, ⇡(s))

maxa2A\⇡(s) Q⇡ (s, a))

4.1

State Space and Actions
Figure 4.27 shows the definition of actions and states for an agent responsible for movements of
the gaze (e.g. the gaze agent), and an agent responsible for redirection of the paddle (the paddle
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Figure 4.27: Top: The definition of (a) gaze actions and (b) hand actions. A grid of 15⇥15 actions available for gaze and hand agents selected independently that determines the magnitude of
gaze/hand adjustment relative to previous time step. The grid sizes are selected based on distribution of subjects data. Bottom: Reward modules for (c) gaze-ball angle vs. time, (d) visual tracking
gain which is the gaze-ball velocity ratio and (e) 2D hand distance to the position of contact where
the ball hits the passing plane

agent). For gaze actions we assume a 15⇥15 grid that corresponds to gaze angular displacement
from -2 to 2 in azimuth and elevation relative to the previous time step. The 15⇥15 state size
was chosen because state spaces larger than 15x15 require more sophisticated techniques in order
to guarantee convergence [55, 118]. Gaze and hand actions are shown in grid representation in
Figure 4.27a and Figure 4.27b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.28: Distribution of (a)gaze and (b) paddle movements between two consecutive frames.
The cumulative distribution of the data (blue dashed lines) show what percentage of the distribution is explained

In order to efficiently sample from the subjects’ actions we incrementally increase the grid
(bin) size according to the statistics of the movement. The distributions of gaze and paddle movements between two consecutive frames are shown in 4.28. The cumulative distribution function
(cdf) is plotted using a blue dashed line. The grid size for each bin is chosen so that they contain
approximately similar percentages of the data. The goal here is to assign smaller bins to the portions of the distribution that covers most of the data. For example, in Figure 4.28 (a) 69.4% of
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the data lies between [-0.5 , 0.5 ], where we assign 7 bins each of them containing 6.9% of the
distribution. Similarly for the range of [-1 ,1 ] the added 16% falls into 4 bins each containing 4%
of the data and finally the remaining 8% of the distribution falls into two bins each capturing 4%
of the total data. Two bins covered the tails of the distribution (

gaze

<

2 , and

gaze

> 2 ).

We used the same technique in order to define the gride sizes for hand actions. The values reported
in Table 4.2 & Table 4.3 report the range, total percentage, bin number and the percentage of the
data that falls into each bin for the gaze and hand agent.
Table 4.2: Distribution of Data for Gaze Action Grids
Range ( )

Total%

Number of Bins

%Each Bin

[-0.3, 0.3]
[-0.5, 0.5]
[-1, 1]
[-2, 2]

69.4%
16.7%
8.3%
5.6%

7
4
2
2

9.9%
4.1%
4.1%
2.3%

Table 4.3: Distribution of Data for Hand Action Grids
Range (cm)

Total%

Number of Bins

%Each Bin

[-0.2, 0.2]
[-0.5, 0.5]
[-3, 3]
[-5, 5]

59.0%
18.2%
20.5%
2.3%

7
2
4
2

8.4%
9.1%
5.1%
1.1%

The gaze agent will update its state by taking actions that maximizes the two reward modules
shown in Figure 4.27c and Figure 4.27d. In order to capture the agent states, a similar methodology
was used to determine bin size when discretizing the agent states of gaze-ball angle and gaze-ball
tracking gain vs normalized flight time. table 4.2 & 4.3 for gaze-ball angle and gaze-ball tracking
gain vs normalized flight time (in percentage). At every step the normalized flight time along with
angular distance between gaze and ball determines gaze state as shown in Figure 4.27c. Also the
ratio of gaze over ball velocity determines the gain module state as shown in Figure 4.27(d). If the
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subjects were perfectly tracking the ball with their gaze, their recovered reward values explaining
their behavior would look like the dashed red lines in Figure 4.27c and Figure 4.27d. However, if
their gaze position was leading/lagging or moving slower/faster than the ball, their reward values
would have been above/below the dashed red line. Therefore the definition of reward modules
for visual tracking the target allow us to characterize a range of strategies that the subjects could
have adopted. Note that, using the same method discussed above, the temporal axis of the state
representation is dynamically sampled according to the timing parameters of the task (occlusion
on/off set) that will be discussed further in the results section. For example, the first 30% of the
flight time does not include any significant event other than subjects engaging in visually tracking
the ball (the first ⇡300 ms for the fast and ⇡400 ms for the slow ball trajectory). Therefore this
range is assigned to one bin in Figure 4.27c,d & e. On the other hand the last portion of the
flight time (⇡150-200 ms) is where we’d expect to see larger differences in subject strategies for
hand/gaze movement. Therefore the last portion of the flight time is represented using smaller grid
size. These timings are explained in more detail in Figure 4.30 using the vertical dashed lines and
the arrows signifying the low and high angular velocity of the ball.
For movement of the paddle, the state representation is the 2D distance between the paddle
and ideal position of contact (where the ball hits the passing plane) vs normalized flight time. For
simplicity, here we assume that there is a transformation from the exocentric to egocentric frame
of reference that allows the paddle agent to observe its state as a measure of instantaneous 2D
distance between the paddle and the ball final position.
The red dashed lines for the paddle state show three possible paddle movement strategies.
The predictive strategy reduces the distance earlier in the trial when compared to the strategy of
a reactive subject that waits until last minute to move the paddle, as shown by the dashed lines in
Figure 4.27e. Since the normalized time is represented on the horizontal axis of the state modules,
offline strategies when the ball was occluded will be compared to the strategies when the ball was
visible [61, 112].
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Experiment Design & Data Collection

The twenty three right handed participants (17 male, 6 female) were between 19-33 years of
age and had normal vision in the absence of visual correction. The subjects participated in the
experiment were equally credited through course management system aligned with codes of ethics.
This study was approved by the institutional review board at the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Apparatus

Stimuli were delivered by an Intel i7-based PC with an NVIDIA GTX 690 connected to the Oculus Rift DK2 head mounted display (HMD), and an NVIDIA GTX 760 connected to the experimenter’s desktop display. The computer ran Windows 7, and the virtual environment was rendered
using the Vizard Virtual Reality toolkit by Worldviz. Physics were simulated using the OpenODE
physics engine so that ball trajectories matched those expected within a real-world environment
in the absence of wind resistance (Figure 4.26). The Oculus Rift DK2 HMD has an approximate
field of view of 100 , and an approximate angular resolution of 9-12 pixels per degree, depending on the position of the eye inside the HMD [119]. Head and paddle position/orientation were
recorded at 75 Hz using a 14 camera Phasespace X2 motion capture system, with a measured
latency of between the time a sensed movement would be reflected on the display of less than
30 ms. Eye movements were recorded with an SMI binocular eye tracker running at 75 Hz. A
post-hoc correction was applied, as described in [48], to correct for helmet slippage and other
sources of spatial error in the eye tracking data. The average eye tracking accuracy after calibration and correction was 0.53 for the central visual field (F OV < 10 ) and 2.51 in the periphery
(10 < F OV < 30 ).
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Figure 4.29: Timing parameters of the experiment design as the result of physical confounds of
3D ball trajectory in head centered angular coordinate system (a) Occlusion duration for the fast
vs slow and the late vs early conditions (b) ratio of occlusion duration over flight time determining
what percentage of the flight duration the ball was occluded (c) post occlusion duration for fast vs
slow and the late vs early conditions. The error bars represent the between subject deviation of
occlusion times due to lateral movements of the subjects head during the experiment. (d) success
rate for all six conditions. The error bars represent between subject deviation from the mean
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Procedure, Conditions and Confounds
The red virtual ball was launched from plane shown in cyan in Figure 4.26 that was 4 m wide ⇥

1.5 m high and parallel to the virtual room’s X-axis to a passing location randomly selected from
a 1.5 m ⇥ 1.5 m plane near the subject, also parallel to the room’s X-axis. During data collection
subjects were standing in a green transparent standing box (not shown in the figure).

To launch the virtual ball subjects were required to hold the paddle (red disc shown in Figure 4.26) such that its center intersected with a green sphere that designated the required initial
paddle position as shown in Figure 4.26. Once the paddle was appropriately positioned, the experimenter would initiate the launch of the ball. Then both the standing box and the green sphere
would disappear, signaling the start of a ball catching trial. If subjects moved the paddle before the
launch, the trial was terminated. After the ball was launched the subject was free to move his head
and hand to intercept the virtual ball. If the ball was successfully intercepted, it would stick to the
red virtual paddle and a collision sound was generated. If the subjects missed the ball it would hit
the passing plane on their right side and a beep sound was generated to provide them with visual
and auditory feedback.
Two ball flight times of 900 and 1400 ms were selected for the fast and slow conditions,
respectively. For each flight time, before the ball was launched initial and final positions were
randomly selected from the launch and passing planes. On occlusion trials, a vertical wooden
box was placed either 2.5 meters (early occlusion) or 8 meters (late occlusion) down the axis
spanning the room’s depth relative the participant’s standing location. No occluder was rendered
on trials belonging to the no-occlusion condition. Once the occluder distance was selected, the
lateral position of the occluder was adjusted to generate a preselected occlusion duration. This
adjustment was based on the position of the standing box and the time of flight (see the top row of
Figure 4.26). Each subject performed 150 ball catching trials consisted of 25 repetitions of each
six conditions 2(ball

velocity) ⇥ 3(occlusion

types) ⇥ 25(repititions) = 150 trials.
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Since the time and duration of the ball’s passage behind the occluder is influenced by small
lateral movements of the subject’s head, the mean and standard deviation in measured occlusion
and post occlusion duration values are shown in Figure 4.29a-c. The time of occlusion was measured by casting a ray from the mid-point between the left and right eye (the cyclopean eye node)
to the position of the virtual ball. From cyclopean eye node (the point between right and left eye)
a 3D vector was generated to the position of the virtual ball. To measure the precise timing of
when the ball goes behind the occluder and when it reappears, the collision of this vector with
the occluder object was detected and recorded in the data collection pipeline. The results of this
analysis are presented in Figure 4.29, which reveals that the occlusion duration was shortest for
the late occlusion condition, when the occlusion occurs closer to the subject’s head, and thus the
ball’s angular velocity is higher.
Data Preprocessing & Eye-Hand Movement Analysis
The subjects 3D gaze vector is calculated by averaging the left/right eye-in-head vectors provided
by the SMI eye tracker to produce a single unit vector that represents the cyclopean gaze direction. The transformation matrix of the motion-tracked head was applied to the vector to cast its
appropriate location in front of the head in the virtual world. Data was passed through a median
filter (length 3). Here we assess the quality of visually tracking the ball which is a combination of
smooth pursuit and intermittent catch-up saccades.
Three metrics are calculated in angular space or spherical coordinate system. First, the angle
between 3D gaze vector and head-to-ball vector that determines the instantaneous visual tracking
error in degrees. This metric is referred to as the gaze-to-ball angle. This angle is composed of an
azimuthal and elevation angle. Second, the direction of the gaze vector movement is compared to
the direction of the ball movement using the projection of the two 3D vectors on to the XY plane.
For example if the ball or gaze was moving from left to right on a straight line the direction angle
would be zero degrees and if they were moving from right to left it would be 180 degrees. The
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Figure 4.30: Mean angular distance between the gaze vector and the ball over the course of each
trial type. Colored areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. Successful and failed trials are shown
in blue and red respectively. Vertical gray lines indicate the start and end of occlusion duration.
Black dashed lines along side the vectors show the window of slow vs high ball velocity for
analysis
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Figure 4.31: Distribution of mean gaze-ball direction error vs visual tracking gain for two occlusion conditions measured during planning and action phase. Each point represents one subjects
mean value and the occlusion conditions are presented in color. Blue shows baseline performance
(no occlusion), green shows late and red shows early occlusion conditions

difference between these two angles determines the accuracy of visually tracking the ball in terms
of direction. Finally, we calculate the ratio of instantaneous velocity of the gaze or head-to-ball
vector as another measure of successful visual tracking. This ratio is referred to as visual tracking
gain and it would be close to one if the gaze angular velocity matches the ball velocity.
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4.4.4

Results

Success Rate
To assess the degree with which early vs. late occlusions affected the subject’s ability to catch
the ball, we measured their overall catching rate. Figure 4.29d shows the success rate for all
subjects for different conditions. The first observation is that when the ball was occluded early
in the trial, although subjects were less successful than the late or no-occlusion conditions. In
contrast, there was no effect of a late occlusion upon catching rate . The reason for this could
be that the information available during the early portion of the trial is more important than the
late information. In contrast, the late occlusion condition did not differ from the no-occlusion
condition. The effect of the early, but not late occlusion, suggests that the information available
during the early portion of the trial is more important than the late information.
This suggests that removing the late visual information about the ball trajectory does not significantly affect motor planning, and that the hand movement was planned before the time that the
ball passed behind the occluder, on the basis of a predicted ball trajectory. This finding is inconsistent with the findings reported by [85], which found that subjects had difficulty catching when
vision was occluded for the final 200 ms of ball flight. One possibility is that this is due to the
nature of the task. Whereas their study required a precise grasp of the ball-in-flight, the present
task required only collision between the ball and virtual paddle for a successful interception.
In all three occlusion conditions, subjects were more successful catching the slower flying
balls. This could be due to the fact that, when tracking a fast moving ball, planning and executing
the right paddle movement is harder for faster moving balls, and possibly involves a switch from
a more reactive to a more predictive mode of control.
In summary, subjects had the most difficulty catching the ball when they could not integrate
information about the early portion of the ball trajectory, and when the temporal demands of the
task were highest. In the following sections, we will investigate gaze data and paddle position-
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ing for evidence that these are also the conditions under which participants switched to a more
predictive mode of control.
Gaze-to-ball Angle
Figure 4.30 shows the azimuthal gaze-to-ball angle vs time for all 6 conditions and all subjects.
As it is shown, when there was no occlusion (the baseline performance), subjects engaged with
tracking the ball approximately 100 ms after the launch. They maintained a low gaze-to-ball angle
(below 4 degrees) until the last 200 ms, at which point the angle increased to values above 15
degrees prior to the the ball’s collision with the paddle, or the passing plane. This rapid increase in
the gaze-to-ball angle in the final stages of the ball’s approach is likely due to angular acceleration
of the ball around the head, and the tight relationship between the ball’s distance from the head,
and the speed of its movement through the visual field. The general trend of this sudden increase is
observed both for slow and fast ball trajectories. During an early occlusion, subjects consistently
moved their gaze to the predicted location of the ball’s reappearance from behind the occluder,
resulting in a temporary increase in the instantaneous gaze-to-ball angle. This likely facilitated a
rapid return to visual tracking of the ball after occlusion (see Figure 4.30 middle row).
The gaze-to-ball angle on late occlusion trials follows the same general pattern as in the noocclusion condition up until the ball passes behind the occluder (see Figure 4.30 top row). However, just as in the early occlusion conditions, subjects in the slow, late occlusion condition made
mid-occlusion eye movements to the edge of the occluder in prediction of the ball’s location of
reappearance. One possible explanation is, since the ball is moving more slowly through the subject’s visual field, subjects attempt to re-engage visual tracking of the ball after it reappears.
In summary, visual inspection of the average diagram of gaze-to-ball angles over time for
each condition reveals that, in the early occlusion and the slow-late occlusion conditions, visual
occlusion of the ball elicits a predictive eye movement to the future position of the ball after
reappearance. This behavior is aligned with the predictive eye movement observed right before
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the bounce in a similar interception task [61].
Visual Tracking Quality
In order to track the ball or to predict its trajectory during occlusion, beside angular error, subjects
also need to take into account the angular velocity of the ball and its direction of movement. As
shown in Figure 4.30 subjects tend to have 2-3 degrees of visual tracking error(gaze-to-ball angle)
and this is larger than the size of the fovea (about 2 degrees) [120]. Furthermore toward the end of
ball trajectory the angular velocity of the ball increases exponentially that makes it much harder
to be tracked due to inherent motor delay in our head-eye movements. Therefore, instantaneous
gaze-to-ball angle alone is not a sufficient representation of subject’s visual tracking quality.
Figure 4.31 presents subjects eye movement statistics using two metrics based on direction
of movement and visual tracking gain. The angles in the polar plot show the difference between
gaze and ball movement direction. The radial distance from the center of the polar plot presents
the visual tracking gain. Therefore, a perfect visual tracking strategy would have values close to
(r, ✓) = (1, 0 ).
The left column of Figure 4.31 represents each subject’s average performance during the early
phase which is the average timing of occlusion in the early condition (460-660 ms for the fast
condition and 660-1100 ms for the slow condition). Similarly the right column of Figure 4.31
shows the result for the late phase (660-900 ms for the fast condition and 1100-1400 ms for
the slow condition). Each point represents the mean value for each subject and color coded as
blue:no occlusion, green:late occlusion and red:early occlusion. The left column of Figure 4.31
shows that subjects increase the visual tracking gain during early occlusion while in the other
two conditions (late and no occlusion shown in green and blue) their visual tracking performance
remains the same . The clustered blue and green points compared to the distant red cluster reveals
the difference in subjects visual tracking strategy during early occlusion compared to the baseline
condition. This period is aligned with the bump in Figure 4.30 middle row as described earlier.s
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In summary, for both slow and fast ball trajectories, subjects increase their visual tracking gain
during occlusion, as they redirect gaze to the predicted location of ball reappearance.
During the late phase, red and blue points are clustered around each other, however, the green
points representing late occlusion are not. It is important to note that during the late phase, the visual tracking gain is below one for all subjects, mainly due to the high angular velocity/acceleration
of the ball during the late portion of the trial. Using a similar comparison, even though it is much
harder to keep up with the target velocity, subjects use higher visual tracking gain during late
occlusion compared to baseline performance.
In summary, the analysis of tracking direction error and tracking gain reveals that, regardless
of condition, subjects change their visual tracking strategy when the ball is occluded. One explanation for this predictive behavior could be that, leading up to a foreseeable occlusion of the
ball, subjects optimize behavior for a quick return to on-line tracking of the ball after its reappearance. It is surprising, however, that subjects adopted this strategy in the late occlusion condition,
when the short post-occlusion duration prohibited a return to on-line control. One possibility is
that maintaining accurate visual tracking is somehow beneficial to guiding the manual interception. Alternatively, it may be that these subjects are looking ahead, and towards the location of a
potential collision of the ball with the paddle.
Absolute Paddle Velocity
To investigate for an influence of occlusion timing upon movement of the paddle, movement strategies on the early/late occlusion trials can be compared to the no-occlusion condition. Here, we
analyze absolute paddle velocity through the 3D environment to determine whether subjects’ motor planning and execution indicative of a predictive or reactive control strategy. Paddle movement
initiation started at approximately 400 ms after the launch, for all conditions. Since the subjects
were instructed to hold the paddle at the initial position, and ball final position was randomly selected from a 2D Gaussian distribution, the direction and magnitude of paddle movement required
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Figure 4.32: Hand velocity for all conditions
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to bring about an interception was randomized, and did not differ between conditions. Visual
inspection of Figure 4.32 shows that for the slow conditions, regardless of occlusion, velocity
profiles appear to be similar across slow ball trajectories, regardless of the presence or timing of
occlusion. Paddle velocity on slow trials reaches a plateau in the middle portion of the ball trajectory, until 150 ms before the catch, at which point the subjects make final adjustments to paddle
position, resulting in a late peak in paddle velocity. In contrast, on fast ball trajectories, participants appear to reach a greater peak velocity earlier in the trial. However, the occlusion timing
had no effect on the profile of absolute paddle velocity. This suggests that the subjects exploit a
predictive strategy such that the motor planning remains almost unchanged during loss of visual
information.
Estimated Reward Modules
Figure 4.33a & Figure 4.33b show the recovered reward values for the gaze agent using the method
described in [118]. The top row of Figure 4.33a&Figure 4.33b correspond to the recovered reward
modules are for the fast ball trajectories. These reward values are in agreement with the behavioral
results presented earlier. In the early occlusion condition, subjects assigned higher reward values
for the gaze leading the ball and also for the higher visual tracking gain. In contrast, for the
late occlusion condition, reward values are similar to the no occlusion condition. Predictive eye
movements are rewarded such that gaze falls behind the ball with lower tracking gain. For the
slow condition, we also observe that for late occlusion, leading gaze positions are highly rewarded
compared to the fast ball trajectory. This is consistent with the peaks observed in the top-right
panel of Figure 4.30, which demonstrates that subjects tend to make predictive high velocity gaze
movements to the estimated ball position a short duration into the future. The gaze reward modules
capture detailed strategies of subjects eye movements and confirm that an RL framework with the
estimated rewards shown in Figure 4.33a& Figure 4.33b can capture both predictive and on-line
strategies driving the eye movements.
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(a) Recovered gaze-to-ball angle reward for all condi-(b) Recovered visual tracking gain reward for all conditions
tions

(c) Recovered paddle distance reward for all conditions

Figure 4.33: Estimated gaze-ball angle, tracking gain and paddle distance reward modules for all
subjects
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Figure 4.34: Recovered strategies of the subjects for visually tracking the ball. The shaded region represents the 95% confidence interval for between subject variance and the colors show the
occlusion condition
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Figure 4.33c shows the estimated reward modules for the paddle agent. The recovered reward
for this submodule is aligned with our behavioral results in that there is no significant difference
in strategies during different occlusion conditions. The model also captures slight differences
between the slow and fast conditions, in that the slow condition reward module is more aligned
with a reactive strategy. This suggests a slight change in hand movement strategy according the
temporal demands of the task.
Transition Between Different Strategies for Individual Subjects
The reward modules presented in Figure 4.33a & Fig. 4.33b & Figure 4.33c are the results for the
state-space observations of all 23 subjects. However, it is insightful to quantify the transition between predictive and on-line strategies for each subject. In order to do that, using IRL framework,
we recovered individual subject’s reward modules. In order to report the changes in the reward
modules, we use a compact representation of the reward values that captures the variation between
subjects as explained below.
If we horizontally divide the gaze reward modules, the top cells represent the reward values
assigned to states in which the gaze leads and/or moves faster and the bottom cells where the gaze
is lagging/moving slower than the ball. Considering Figure 4.33a & Figure 4.33b, the top cells are
the states that produce predictive behavior compared to the bottom cells that the resulting behavior
is more aligned with on-line strategy. If we multiply the top cell values by +1 and the bottom cell
values by -1 and calculate the sum of reward values vertically, it provides a measure of dominant
strategy at each time step. For example, for the gaze-to-ball reward module, if the reward value
represents the state where the gaze leads the ball it will contribute to the summation as a positive
value and if lagging, it would present a negative value. This strategy diagram is calculated for each
subject and the mean and standard deviation from the mean is reported in Figure 4.34. This figure,
not only shows the transition between predictive and on-line behavior according the timing of the
occlusion, but also, it allows us to visualize the variability between subjects strategies at each time
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step. For the gaze-to-ball angle module the red plot shows the leading vs lagging preference for
the early occlusion condition.

4.4.5

Discussion

This study was designed to investigate the use of predictive strategies in a target interception task
while the temporal demands of the task and the quality of visual information was systematically
manipulated. A virtual ball catching experiment was designed to collect data from 23 subjects performing a visually guided target interception task. In order to be successful subjects were forced to
use predictive strategies as the ball was occluded during early or late portions of the ball’s parabolic
trajectory. Subjects head, gaze and hand movements were recorded for further analysis. Results
show, Subject’s catching performance was significantly lower during early occlusion, suggesting
the importance of early information of the ball trajectory. Also subject’s catching performance
was worse when attempting to catch a fast moving ball likely due to the need for relying on more
predictive strategies. Subjects during the early occlusion consistently used predictive eye movements to where they estimated the ball would reappear after occlusion. This behavior suggests a
transition to predictive eye movement strategy that facilitates visually tracking the ball immediately after the occlusion. For the late occlusion, only for the slow condition subjects performed a
weaker predictive eye movement during occlusion, suggesting the effect of temporal demands of
the task in changing the control strategy.
We also show that subjects modify/modulate the visual tracking gain during occlusion in order
to track the ball right after occlusion. This change in visual tracking strategy was more apparent
during the early occlusion compared to the late occlusion condition.
This predictive eye movement strategy could be accomplished through several mechanisms,
including those that involve strong internal models of movement dynamics [21], or a hybrid approach that exploits information and learned mappings, rather than complex internal models or
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extrapolations of the ball’s movement through the 3D environment [112]. However, emerging
evidence are in favor of strategies that don’t require a model of projectile motion rather a memorybased extrapolation or a saccade to estimated future position could explain the behavior [61, 112]
Our behavioral results reveal a transition between predictive and on-line control strategies
within a single interception task in response to changes in the temporal constraints and the timing
of an occlusion within the ball trajectories. To capture this transition, an inverse reinforcement
learning framework was used to visualize different strategies through an interpretation of recovered reward values associated with different states. The recovered rewards for gaze movements
are consistent with the behavioral results. For example, during the early occlusion, off-line predictive gaze strategy along with higher visual tracking gain is highly rewarded. The results suggest
that the gaze agent in order to produce behavior similar to human eye movements, need to modify its reward modules according to the condition. However, each reward module would produce
behavior aligned with an on-line and/or predictive strategy.
Finally we characterized the transition between the two strategies by recovering the reward
modules for individual subjects and also the between subject differences for each condition. Results help us report the between subject variability when switching from on-line to predictive
strategy. Our proposed model allows us presenting the on-line vs prediction dichotomy in the
form of spectrum of strategies rather than two separate mechanisms with no intermediate solutions in between.

Chapter 5

Discussion & Conclusion
Most of the classic and influential studies published in the field of vision science have been conducted in a constrained lab environment where the subjects could not perform an action as they
would in a more natural context. Although these findings are fundamental to our understanding of
the underlying mechanism of visual system, however it is important to investigate human behavior
under a more naturalistic set of condition i.e., free movements of head and body.
Until recently, in order to study human visual system in a situation close to the real life, the
experimenter would typically sacrifice the accuracy of stimulus properties or perform a tedious
post-processing calculations. Therefore it was not straightforward to provide control on stimulus
properties and the naturalness of the task. However, recent improvements in the temporal latency
and spatial accuracy of VR displays make them suitable for scientific investigation. Using VR,
we can present a parameterized visual stimulus and record behavior while subjects are allowed to
move freely. Since the virtual content is pre-calculated and graphically presented on the display
with respect to subject’s head, the geometry and the physical properties of the stimulus can be
precisely controlled by the experimenter. This dissertation presents a series of studies that leverage
this new technology in the study of visual perception.
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First, we presented a calibration method to reduce the spatial and temporal errors in an SMI
eye tracking integration. Our post-hoc calibration method reduced the static angular error in the
periphery and used a dynamic re-calibration to compensate for small physical shifts of the head
mounted display relative to subject’s face. This method improves the eye tracking accuracy for
research purposes without extending the re-calibration sessions that happens in between data collection [30, 48, 121]. These results along with other findings are presented to the vision science
community as the use of VR systems in vision research is rapidly growing.
We then presented several studies that leveraged the improved eye tracking signal to investigate the underlying predictive strategies driving our gaze behavior and hand movements during a
visually guided target interception. We chose this paradigm because it provides the opportunity to
study different aspects of visual processing system. For example, when we attempt to catch a ball
moving through our field of view, certain information regarding the kinematics of the ball trajectory needs to be perceived/calculated by our visual system, the perceived motion and its properties
are then mapped to a motor command to be executed by the muscles. In the literature it was shown
that in order to be successful, the appropriate movement has to be programmed, and consequence
of that movement needs to be taken into account in a predictive way. However, here we proposed
a model that showed how this prediction can be implemented via recursive model that was originally inspired by the mechanism of our memory (LSTM-RNN). We showed a temporal mapping
between visual information about the ball in the past to the motor output in the distant future can
reproduce the human behavior with high accuracy.
In our first experiment, we showed that the action is generally guided through an online strategy unless there is a need for prediction. We forced our subjects to the predictive mode of control
by making the ball disappear for a fixed 500 ms duration midway through its parabolic trajectory.
We showed that the quality of off-line predictive eye movements during the blank by comparing subjects gaze vs ball position/velocity. Results showed that subjects gaze trajectory was well
matched with the curvature of the ball trajectory during blank. These results provide a more detail
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understanding of predictive hand and gaze movements in a more naturalistic condition.
Subjects’ catching performance was worse when they had shorter post-blank duration. For example, for the two pairs of conditions within which the flight time was the same, subjects missed
the ball more when the post-blank duration was shorter. We also found that the accuracy of predictive eye movements was correlated with the accuracy of the hand placement. This suggests that
the predictive strategies used by the subjects could result from a common representation in the
brain as it was suggested in previous studies before [72]
In the follow up study we focused on the possible mechanisms that explain prediction. We
used the collected data to create a computational model that characterizes the relationship between
information received and processed by our sensory system with the produced motor output in a
predictive way. We used LSTM-RNNs to capture the predictive mechanisms driving our eye-hand
movements by training the model on the subjects data. This computational model was specifically
designed based on the notion of hybrid control model proposed by Zhao et al[15] such that it only
sees the world through a parsimonous list of sensory input and predicts the motor command 300
ms into the future. The model was able to predict into the future with reasonable accuracy, and
serves as proof of concept that prediction does not explicitly require an internal model of the world
dynamics. We also found that when we increased the temporal duration of the window over which
visual information was integrated, the model’s prediction accuracy did not increase significantly.
However, it made the model more robust when dealing with sensory perturbation. The model with
a longer integration window produced less error when the input sensory information was removed.
In addition, we investigated the role of individual sources of information. Two identical models were trained for two distinct groups of subjects based on their catching performance. Following
training, information sources were selectively removed, and the degradation to model performance
considered an estimate of the source of the ablated sources of sensory information. The model
trained on data from the more successful group produced less error during the ablation study. This
suggests that the more successful group might have relied on a wider range of input sensory infor-
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mation so that removing one source of information does not affect their performance significantly.
In the final study we focused on two important aspects of a successful visually guided hand
movement strategy. First we compared the quality of information during early and late portion
of a ball trajectory by systematically placing an occluder in front of the subjects. Results showed
that subjects missed the ball the most in the early occlusion condition suggesting the importance
of early visual information studied in the literature [85, 86].
Second, we investigated the effect of temporal demands of the task on switching between online and predictive strategy. We used fast vs slow trajectories to investigate the switch between
online and predictive strategies. We observed that during late occlusion condition where the velocity of the ball is high and makes it nearly impossible to visually track the ball, subjects increased
their visual tracking gain only in the slow condition. This confirms our hypothesis that beside target occlusion, temporal demands of the task made the subject actively adapt their visual tracking
strategy accordingly.
As a general conclusion, the author finds the following items as the broader contribution of this
dissertation to the field. Extending the study of human visual system to a new environment with
systematic considerations about experimental apparatus provided a new opportunity to answer
important questions in a close to real life setup. This will help us in generalizing the results to a
real world condition.
Prediction is a key element of our visual system and this work provided strong observations of
its presence in a visually guided action. Humans use predictive strategies when they would not be
successful using online control strategies because of the temporal demands of the task. In addition,
we showed that predictive strategies do not necessarily require an internal model of the world
kinematics and it could be explained using a temporal mapping of input sensory information to an
action in future. This is rooted in theories of visual perception where the available information for
our visual system along with proprioceptive signals are proven to be sufficient to explain shortlived predictive strategies [7].
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Finally, the dichotomy of predictive vs on-line control can be explained using a single model
that captures the representation of these two types of behavior. Our results show that in the course
of a single action, humans switch between these strategies based on the quality of available information and timing of the task in hand. By fitting an inverse reinforcement learning model to
subjects data, we showed that using an action-reward framework for a gaze and paddle agent, we
can explain their on-line control and also predictive strategies. This suggests the use of a similar rewarding mechanism in our sensory system that drives our actions shown in other contexts
[122, 123].
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Chapter 6

Future Work
In this section, we provide possible directions for the future of this research project based on
the limitations and constraints of the current study. The limitations of the current work could be
categorized into two major classes.
First, the constraints related to the systems and the technology used in this study. In order
to investigate predictive eye movements we utilized an eye tracking system built into a VR head
mounted display. Any eye tracking system reports the position of the gaze in the scene where
the user is foveating. Although our visual acuity, motion perception and motion discrimination
is highest at the fovea, however, peripheral vision could also be helping the subjects in order to
estimate the direction of the ball especially toward the end of the trial. Therefore, in the current
study we could not monitor or characterize the use of peripheral visual information. It is reasonable
to hypothesize that our visual processing and motor planning system has developed some sort of
mapping between the motion sensed in the periphery and the kinematics of the ball during the final
interception phase. Even though the perceived motion direction could be inaccurate [124, 125].
One way we could address this issue is to find the correlation between subjects’ peripheral motion
perception and their performance in the task. Finding a correlation between these two metrics
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could suggest the influence of peripheral motion processing on the performance during a visually
guided action.
Second, our proposed computational model assumed that the knowledge of visual and nonvisual information from the past is not subject to temporal decay. Although the LSTM-RNN
models are inspired by our brain and the way it can utilize temporal information in the past, but we
suggest the use of a decaying mechanism in the model in order to realistically map the information
from the past to future. Furthermore, we could also include the effect of past experience in the
model by inviting the subjects to participate in the experiment for multiple days and report the
change in models activation pattern, weight distributions in the hope for finding learning and
experience effects.
We also propose three directions that this research could be extended upon. First, instead of
using a virtual reality setup to record human behavior one could extend this study in an outdoor
sport venue where the subjects will be experiencing a more realistic condition and at the same time
avoid limitations of a VR system such as small FOV and end-to-end latency. It is important to note
that, recording subject’s motion and eye tracking would be a challenge as shown in previous studies [72]. Recently, outdoor motion sensing technology with inertial measurement units has proven
to provide promising results. Also, portable eye tracking systems are now available with lower
price and higher accuracy. Especially the user interface of new eye tracking devices allow recalibration and post-hoc corrections of the eye tracking data in a user friendly fashion. Furthermore,
the advancements in semantic segmentation techniques allow us to localize the objects in the scene
image and hence calculate object positions with respect to subject’s eye position [126]. One could
setup a similar task in a real sport venue and use natural perturbation that might occur to a tennis player, i.e. the target getting occluded by the player. Therefore, the advances in portable eye
tracking hardware and software along with state of the art image processing techniques presents
a great future possibility for this study so that, not only the subject is not limited to the field of
view of a VR display or system latency - that can possibly create biases in their head movements
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- but also the experimenter would face less processing and computational challenges in order to
calculate the properties of the stimulus in the scene image.
Second, with a more general definition of the task, such as hitting the ball toward a predefined
direction, more complicated tasks could be investigated and the results would provide a means for
comparison with the current results. We predict that the hand movement pattern for hitting a ball
toward a certain direction would be different than catching, hence it forces the subjects to exploit
different strategies during planning and execution. By modifying the task, we expect to observe
a modified pattern of hand movements in order to redirect the ball into a certain direction. In
order to do that, subjects would ideally need to plan ahead of time and possibly assign part of their
attention to the final destination rather than solely tracking the moving ball. Recent studies used
a similar paradigm and reported that for a baseball out fielder, in order to run or look back and
track the ball, subjects demonstrate an optimum decision making strategy that is well explained
by the ratio of system to observation noise and the ratio between reaction time and task duration
[84]. Our hypothesis is that subjects would switch their visual tracking strategy to the competing
tasks according to the temporal demands of the task or according to their ability to predict the ball
trajectory.
Third, since the data set provided in this study includes the right and left eye scene images, one
possible future direction to this research would be to use input scene images (monocular or binocular) to generate motor response using computer vision and machine learning techniques. The
recent growth of deep learning methods has provided promising results such that a deep network
will be able to extract features from the images probably in a similar way our visual system does.
However, there will be a debate on whether the representations captured by a deep network is
similar to the human visual system or there are differences. This could also be accompanied with
a computational model of foveated vision so that the input scene image goes through the distortion
and transformations similar to what our visual system perceives. Recent studies show promising
results when an ideal observer model is compared with human observer through a computational
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model that captures the characteristics of visual processing pipeline for motion perception [127].
Finally, this study could also be designed in order to focus on expert athletes and provide
a systematic measurement of their visual-motor performance. There are many sports that would
benefit from the findings of this study and could implement the setup as a coaching tool to quantify
their performance metrics. For instance it was shown that when comparing expert vs. novice
volleyball players, the pattern of saccadic and fixation eye movements were significantly different,
suggesting a possible coaching regime for improvements in athletes performance [128].
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